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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose nf this study---was to huild pra·ctical teaching 
materials in applied phonics for Grade I. In ·building ·this material, 
an attempt was made to give the child meaningful experiences with 
these new·words, immediately. 
]:_/ 
Durrell states: "Words derived by analysis should; ···if pos-
sible, be· used ··immediately in oral context. 11 He further s·tat·es: 
"After· a lesson in the use of phonics, the·-words read 
may be ·put i.n sentences or in a paragraph·. ·on reading the 
newly ·studied-words in a paragraph, the child practices more 
rapid analysis and he also has the pleasm;e of finding that 
he has several new words which he can read." 
]:_/Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, World Book Co., 
New York, 1956, pp. 246-247. 
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CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
History.-- "Phon·ics· -i_s ·the effecti-ve ·utilization of understand-
ings, skills, abilities.and techn"iques -related to the sound structure 
of the English language, as one means of promoting independent word 
ll 
recognition." 
11 
Gray states, 11 •••• emphasis on phonics along with the other aids 
to word recognition has a definite place in sound reading program. It-
is not the goal of teaching reading but a means to broader ends." 
]_/ 
Dolch maintains, '~e must give children the ri:ght attitudes 
toward school and toward reading·. ·'We must have some sounding, we 
must expect ·di-fferent progress· in sounding, and we must preserve 
children 1 s well-rounded education. 11 
±I 
In 1534 Ickelsamer was credited·with originp_ting the phonetic 
method. Howe-ver, ·it ·was not until 1787 that Noah Webster revolution-
ized the reading ·instruction in America by ··introducing the teaching 
):_/Phonics at Work, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Supplement to 
Massachusetts Curriculum Guide·; p. 9-. 
2/William S. Gray, ''Current "Rep.ding Problems, 11 Ed11cation Djgest 
-(December, 1955), 21:28-31. 
3/Edward W. Dolch, "Phonics in the First Grade·.," Elementary English 
Review (December, 1955), 32:8:514-518. 
4/Emmett A. Betts, "Phonics; Practical Considerations Based on Re-
-;earch, 11 Elementary English Review (October, 1956) ,33:357-371. 
' 
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3 
of the sounds of letters. About 1846 J. Russell startled the ·country 
by saying children could "learn -whole words from be·ginning to end 
Jj 
without having first memoriz-ed the· names an·d sounds of lett·ers. 11 
From thi:s period to 1880, the syllabarium as a means of teaching be-
]j 
ginners to read was discarded. Emphasis was shifted to sounding 
out letters either before or after learning the word by sight in the 
primers. 
In 1889 Emma Pollard published a manual advocating memorizing 
long lists of families, that is, lists of words containing similar 
phonograms. At this time teachers began using flash cards and b 
says buh. This "highly systematized isolated drill type of phonics 
11 
prevailed for a long period of ti-me. u 
!Jj 
During 1880 to 1918 "phonetic·s·-were in vogue. 11 Methods changed 
from learning names of lett·ers to learning the sounds of letters and 
combinations. Because one letter had several s·ounds the method became 
complicated. Diacritical marks were used; these often distorted the 
21 
print. This "elaborate system broke dawn under its own complexities." 
By the early 1920's many educators questioned the phonic methods 
being used. As a result, a large number of schools discontinued teach-
J)Nila B. Smith, "Shall We Teach Phonics, 11 Elementary English Review 
(February, 1943), 20:60. 
l/Emmett A. Betts, op. cit., pp. 357-371. 
1/Nila B. Smith, loc. cit. 
~/Emmett A. Betts, loc, cit. 
• 
4 
ing phonics. "S"i.nce 1930, the pendulum of phonics teaching has been 
1/ I -
slowly swinging back to a more normal pos~tion." 
']j 
Accor·ding to Cordt 1 s method, used-in 1935, the·-word was always 
presented as a whole. She says, "Consequently the c-hild does not work 
with material thai: has one aspect in his phonics and another in his 
reading. He responds to·--whole words ·in both learning situations, in 
phonics as -well as reading. 11 
]j 
At a later date, Gates and Russell statedi 
"Building up words from the· study of isolated letters and 
phonograms ·produces somewhat less achievement in word recogni-
tion for beginners than a more comprehensive study of-words, 
including phonics. On the other hand, a program employing 
little or no phonics also produces less achievement than a more 
comprehensive study of words. 11 
!!I 
In a study made by Agnew in 1939, he concluded the following 
positive advantages from teac·hing phonics: 
11 (a) increase independence' "i.n recognizing words pre-
viously learned. 
(b) greater ability·-to unlock new· words. 
(c) better pronunciation, and 
(d) improved oral reading." 
He also asserted that there was no sacrifice of interest in reading 
of pupils who had received large amounts of phonic training; he also 
1/Nila B. Smith, op. cit. , p. 61. 
J:/Anna D. Cordts, Manual in Reading and Phonetics, Ginn and Company, 
Boston, 1935, p. 224. 
;?_/Arthur L. ·Ga-tes and D. H. ·Russell, "Types of Materials, Vocabulary 
Burden, Word Analysis, and·Other Factors in Beginning Reading I and II," 
Elementary School Journal (September, 1938), 39:27-35 . 
!!/Donald C. Agnew, The Effects of Varied Amounts of Phonetic Training 
on Primary Reading, Duke University Studies in Education, No. 5. 
Duke University Press, Durham, N. C., 1939, p. 44. 
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found that the-··trai:ni:ng did not result in a tendency to "neglect" 
context clues. 
1./ 
Tate says, 
"That without employing phonics, either formal or inci-
dental, as a medium of instruction, teachers can secure read-
ing performances corresponding to those·indicated by the norms 
of standardized tests but that the inc~dental phonic method is 
much superior to the nonphonic method in developing the ability 
to recognize words and to comprehend the meaning of sentences 
and paragraphs." 
1.1 
Dolch expressed thebel:tef· that " .... a well-developed skill in 
working out any syllable, common or uncommon, will give the child the 
best aid attaching the host of polysyllables which he will always meet 
in his reading . 11 
ll 
Baker stresses the need for phonetic analysis of -words to elim-
inate or avoid confusion in word recogni:tion. Without a knowledge of 
the sounds which accompany ·certai:n c·ombinations of letters, a child 
may easily cunfuse "what" with "that." 
In summari:z·ing the plac·e of phonics -in the rea-ding program, 
!±I 
Betts feels that phonics, along with other word-recognition aids, 
should be emphasized at the primer, first-reader, and second-reader 
1./Harry T. Tate, Theresa M. Herbert, and Josephine K. Terman, "Non-
phonetic Primary Reading," Elementary School Journal (March, 1940),40:529-37. 
J../Edward ·W. Dolch, "Sight Syllables Versus Letter Phonics, 11 Elemen-
tary School Journal (September, 1940), 41:38-42. 
]_/Norma Baker, "Confusion in Word Recognition," Elementary School 
Journal (June, 1945), 45:575-577. 
!±/Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, American Book 
Company, New York, 1946, pp. 615-616. 
6 
levels o£· i:nstruction. He also :feels that ·p-hon:ics··-h-rstruction 
should no·t be gi:;ren until the child has develop·ed·-:tn-itial re·ad-ing 
skills, ab-ilities, and attitudes and until there is a need. In his 
opinion, not all children should be exposed to phonics but only those 
who show the need for special help. He emphasiz-es the fact· that 
phonics, or phonetic analys·is, is only one approach to the develop-
ment of independent reading, and he ·quotes Hildreth on the subject 
as follows: 
"Phonics instructi.·on instead of dominating reading 
practice as formerly now ass·umes· its legi.timate place in 
the reading process as· one techn·ique of word analysis. 
Phon-ics practi:c·e ·i:s now recognized not as a method of· ·t·each-
ing reading, but as a-valuable adjunct to the child -in com-
prehending unfami-liar words he meets in- reading-- context'. 11 
1/ 
In Kottmeyer' s npi.ni.on, i:here-i.·s no questiun whether or not 
we should teach letter sounds or methods of syllabi·ftcation. Actu-
ally, in order to read independently, children must and do learn these 
skills. 
Jj 
Acc·ording to Gray, in a well-balanced reading program of today, 
children acquire a basic stock of sight words that they learn as 
wholes. They also develop skills that enable them to attack new words, 
These skills include the use of context clues, as well as word-form 
clues and word analysis, both structural and phonetic. 
1/Williain Kottmeyer, Handbook for Remedial Reading, Webster Publishing 
Company, St. Louis, 1947, p. 76. 
2/William S. Gray, On Their Own in Reading, Scott, Foresman and Co,, 
Chicago, 1948,· pp. 32~33. 
7 
He. i.ndi:cate.s that training ·in auditory perception should be. the. 
first step ·i.n a ·program for de.ve.lopi.ng power in phone.ti.c analysis, 
and that the. sec·ond step i.n connection with any phonetic e.le.me.nt is 
visual-auditory perception, or the associati:on of an· appropriate. 
]j 
sound with a given printed symbol. Gray further indicates that the. 
substitution of one. phonetic e.le.rn:e.nt for another is one of the. simplest 
ways of unlocking ·new words. 
]j 
feels, "phonetic and structural analysis of words is an 
important method used in the. re.cognitinn of unknown words. As a 
child 1 s im·sic si.ght vo·cabulary incre.as·es, errors may cre.e.p i.-n ·i.f he. 
depends on conftguratinn alone.. 11 
11 
McKee., like. many others, feels that a knowledge. of phonetic 
e.le.me.nts and phonetic principles--is su e.sse.nti.al that the. i1IIportant 
problem is not deciding whether or not phonics should be taught, but 
what e.le.me.nts should be. included ·in the. program. 
He. differs strongly-with many other authors in that he. advocates 
that definite instruction in the.inde.pe.nde.nt ide.ntificatiun uf printed 
words should be. started much earlier in the. first grade. than was cus-
tomary prior to 1948. In fact, in his opinion, the teaching of ce.r-
tain phonetic elements should begin long before. the. pupil has acquired 
1/Willial:n S·. ·Gray, op. cit., pp. 95-96. 
2/Kathle.e.n B. Rester, Teaching Every Child to Read, Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 1948, pp. 144-145. 
]_/Paul McKee, The. Teaching of Reading in the Elementary School, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1948, pp. 242-248. 
I 
a sight voca:bul:ary of seventy~five or more words. 
]j 
Betts states, 
"Phonetic analysis is a t·ec·hni:que for pronouncing words 
by sound units. By studying the relati·onship between letters 
or letter combinations, and the sounds they represent, the 
child acquires another aid to word recognition." 
]j 
From a study done by Kiernan -±n 1950, it would seem that the 
8 
use of phoni:cs at an ea.rly sta:ge ·in ·the reading -process ·is of· value, 
providing ·that too much-·time--is not given to--it. Do not stress 
phonics at ·the expense of actual re·a·di:ng done. 
ll 
Rildre·th states that phonics -practice· is now recognized as 
a valuable aid in comprehending unfamiliar -words --in context, but it 
is not a method of teaching reading. 
!±I 
In 1953 Burrows had this to say: 
"Research evidence, summarized and viewed critically, 
reveals a thread of consistency-which is the more convincing 
because the studies were carried ·on by investigations in dif-
ferent parts of the country-working independently of one 
another and often from quite different premises. The accumu-
lated findings resulting from twenty years .of varied investi-
gation, when looked at ·with a view to finding relationships, 
point conclusively to a sound case for teaching phonics but 
not in isolation and not as an approach to beginning reading. 
The role of phonics instruction is that of sharpening and 
1/Emmett·A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, American Book 
Company, New York, 1946, p. 614. 
2/Anna Constance Kiernan, The Construction and Evaluation of an Audi-
tory Test of Word Analysis, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, Boston, 1950. 
3/Gertrude Hildreth, "Learning to Read with Understanding, 11 National 
Education Association Journal (January, 1951), 40:56-57. 
4/Alvina Treut Burrows, "The Conflict Over Phonics Is Still Raging," 
The Reading Teacher (May, 1953), 6:23-25. 
reftni.ng word 1Yerceptton aft·er the beginner has made the 
essent·ial adaption of rea-ding for meaning. And ·even then, 
the Job which phoni·c ·i.nstructi.on can sa-fely tackle mus·t be 
in close rela·tionship ·to-what the youngster ·wants to read 
and at least partially understands. Sounds without mean-
ings are not language." 
l.l 
In 1954 Artley stated: 
"It is a truism that learning is the product of doing. 
Applied to the word perception program this principle means 
that the reader must have opportunities ·to apply his newly 
acquired learnings and skills to unfamiliarwords as they 
appear in new story content that·i.s within his reading grasp. 
The novice strengthens his word perception abilities by 
actually using them in functional situations rather than 
through drill on discrete and unrelated lists or through such 
devious procedures as 'word games. 1 Furthermore, the teacher 
mus·t a-lways be on the alert to aid the child in applying a 
skill or understanding to an unfamiliar word that appears 
difficult." 
2) 
Durrell says: 
"These stages of phonic development may be summarized in 
the learning process as (1) ear training, (2) learning letter 
forms and names, (3) learning letter sounds, (4) practice in 
analyzing words, (5) using context clues, (6) refining phonic 
abilities and acquiring a homophone sense, (7) developing a 
higher level of phonic ability, and (8) translating words di-
rectly into ideas. 
"A complete mastery of each stage··-i_s not required before 
the introduction of later stages." 
11 
Hildreth says: 
"Bring the first work in phonics right into the 'look and 
say' reading experience. Do all work in phonics within whole 
words, and use real words that the child has commonly met in 
9 
1/ A. S terl Artley, "Principles Applying to the Teaching of Word Per-
~eption, 11 Education (May, 1954), 74:561-565. 
1/Donald D .. Durrelli op. cit., pp. 227-228. 
}/Gertrude H. Hildreth, "The Role of Pronouncing and Sounding in Learn-
ing to Read, 11 Education Digest (February, 1955), 20:46-49. 
his··-re-ad±ng. If soundi.-rrg· ±s al-ways done--withi.n real -words 
of· inte-re-st to the child, words already--in hi.s speaking 
vocabulary, he ·is· more li.kely to use -hi_s soundi.ng skill 
fune·tionally i.n actual reading. If any·words ·used for drill 
are not -within the speaking vocabulary of the child, he· wi.ll 
have extra diffi·culty in learning the sounding technique. 11 
]) 
10 
In his latest book, Durrell· lists the following ways for chil-
dren to solvewords through application of phonics: 
"l. Reading new--words d·eri.ved by changing the first 
letter of known -words. 
2. Reading new words formed by adding known phonograms 
to initial letters. 
3. Reading new·-words by combining known words. 
4. Reading derived forms of known words." 
11 
Reed and Klopp state: 
''Once that the first step is taken and the children 
realize that they can 'read' -words just by saying the sounds 
from left to right, mast of them advance rapidly. They learn 
that vowels 'say their own names' someti.mes, the principle of 
'magic e 1 and the use of other silent letters, what r does to 
vowels, and how letters combine to make new sounds." 
ll 
Cordts says: 
''When their phonics functions in reading, children learn 
to help themselves. There·is meaning in what they are doing; 
and learning is fun. They will think up right ·on forging 
ahead from level to level gaining in power as they go, and 
nothing can stop them. Thus, independence in reading is 
achieved." 
!il 
Hildreth gives the following factors causing the change in 
l/Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., pp. 245-246. 
1/Lorna Reed and Donald S. Klopp, "Fun with Words,-" National Elemen-
tary Principal (September, 1955), 35:97-102. 
'}_/Anna D. Cordts, "And It's All Known as Phonics," Elementary English 
(October, 1955), 32:376-378. 
!J:/Gertrude Hildreth, 11New Methods for Old in Teaching Phonics, 11 
Elementary School Jburnal (May, 1957), 57:436-441. 
11 
emphasis in teaching phonics: 
"1. Well•illustrated modern· readers with vocabulary_. 
control. 
2. Picture-wurd cards, 
3. Workbook exerci:se;; which provi~ed practice i.n accurate 
word recogrrition·with checks on word and sentence com-
prehension. 
4. Shift from manuscript, to p1;int style -wniting. 
5. Wide· use of audio-vi·sual aids. 
]j 
Hildreth goes orr to say: 
"The fundamental change that has come• about in teaching 
phonics for reading··is, then, the shift from beginn,ing with 
sounds which are blended to bui~d up words, to teaching recog-
nition of recurring phonetic elements·-withi:n the framework of 
mean'ing-ful words. The child becomf!s acquainted with words sep-· 
arately and in s·i:mple senten~es; ·his attention is directed 
toward the sound and pronunc·iation of :word e-lements; then he 
receives practice in identi·fyi:ng t;he same elements in new words. 11 
:v 
In 1958 Betts says: 
"If the child ·is to use h'j..s phonic skills to get through 
to the idea, he must be able to 11se them a'\ltomatic;:~lly so that 
he•can keep his one mind on the ic!ea. For this reason he learns 
his phonic skills in an actual reading 'situation rather than by 
studying a list of isolat·ed, meaningless words before he reads , 11 
He further states: "So ·interest, phot;ti~ skills, and th,inking go 
hand in hand. They aTe three essentials for. learning to read and for 
being a competent reader." 
Research indicates knowledge of phonics is an important part of 
the reading program. Therefore, this study is an attempt to add teach-
ing material for phonics in grades I aJ?.d II. 
])Gertrude H. Hiidrt1th, op. cit. 
2/Emmett A. Betts, "Parents and Teacher~ Want to Know About Reading," 
Education (January, 19?8), 78:289-299. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The ·-purpose of this study--is to apply known sounds, be·ginning 
blends, ending sounds, and phonograms to new-··words. 
A list of the phonetic elements taught i.n five of the more 
common bas·ic reading systems, Scott, Foresman and Cpmpany; Ginn and 
Company; Houghton Mifflin Company; Row, Peterson and c·ompany; Ameri-
can Book Company, was made. From this list exercises were made using 
the phonetic skills used in the firs·t grade read·ing program. 
It ·was felt the materi.al con·struc·ted should be of practical 
value to the first grade teacher, and that the-words taught should 
be in the speaking vocabulary of the beginning first grade child. 
Also the··-words enc·ountere·d should b·e· in the i.nitial rea·di.ng instruc-
tion program, and ·the---words used in the exercises should have mean-
ing for the children. 
Sample exercises were- -wri.tten and tri.ed -out 'informally in three 
first grade classrooms. The final exercises were b\3-sed on those that 
seemed to be most successful with the children. 
The writers assumed that ·the names of the letters and their 
sounds have already been taught. As a sourc~ for th~ir teaching ex-
l/ 
ercises, the writers used Building·Word Power, Much of the material 
l/Donald D. Durrell, Helen Blair Sullivan, and Helen A. Murphy, 
Building Word Power, World Book Company, New York, ~945. 
-12-
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is of an oral nature because· auditory discrimination is an important 
factor i:n the teaching of phoni.cs. 
These exercises are so c·onstructed that the teacher may select 
the parti.·cular p-ortion from the total program for the immediatce needs 
of her children. There is no defini.te order of presentation. In so 
far as possible, the lessons are arranged alphab·etically by phonetic 
elements. Review lessons have been provided as an additional check. 
The following exercises are to provide practice in applied 
phonics for the first grade. The basic·word in each exercise is a 
word the child knows, as it ·is in the reading vocabulary of the grade. 
The words made by the use of applied phonics are in the speaking vo-
Jj 
cabulary found in the l:ist compiled .by Helen A. Murphy, and usually 
may be found ·in the vocabulary of the grade. 
The following material·-tncludes ·samples of the vari:ous types of 
exercises contained in this thesis. 
1/Helen A" Murphy, et al.', "The Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of 
Children in Primary Grades," Journal of Education (December, :).957), 
140:2. 
14 
This is a, sa,mple of the exe}:cise to tesch the child the apptica~ 
tion of a beg-inning cons·onant, 
''Today we w:i:ll -play a gam~·-with words that"'b"egin wi"th E_, I 1m 
going to tell yo11 something !1ho11t a··word ·that beg-ins··with .9_-. You 
will give me the answer, Remember the· word must· be·gin with E. like 
ball, baby, and boat. What i.s the name of the letter?" Have several 
children tell the name of the· lett·er, "The le·tter is E_. Listen." 
1. What animal has big ears and hops·?· (bunny) 
2. What you hit a ball with. (bat) 
3. What boys and girls read. (book) 
4. What do you hear when it is time· to come into scl)ool? (bell) 
5. What do you sleep in? 
6. What do you get when you fall down? 
7. Where some animals live on the farm. 
8. What word is the opposite of little? 
9. What insect might sting you? 
10. The name of a fruit. 
11. What has two wheels that boys and ·girls like to 
ride on? 
12. What do we give dogs to chew on? 
13. What you ride in on the water. 
(bed) 
(bump) 
(barn) 
(big) 
(bee) 
(banana) 
(bicycle) 
(bone) 
(boat) 
The foll-owing sentences may be duplicated and giv~m to the chil-
dren or placed on the board. "You are to read these sent=ences and 
place the letter E. in the blank s-pace. What l,et·ter will you place in 
the blank space? Yes, the letter is .!?_." After the children have 
completed their papers, selec·t different children to read each sen-
tence and another child to give the new word. The whole class may 
repeat the word that was made by adding.!?_ to phonograms. 
l. The name of a boy. ill 
2. What you sleep in. __ ed 
3. You hit a ball with it. at 
4. A round toy. all 
5. You read it. oak 
6. Something you eat. un 
7. A duck eats with this. ill 
8. An animal that hops. __ unny 
9 . The cows 1 home. arn 
10. It rings. .e·ll 
11. Mother does this to a 
cake. 
12. What Dick is. 
13. This animal fl~es. 
ake 
__ oy 
__ ird 
Beginning C-onsonant 
As a review the teacher may ask the children: ''What··was 
letter we added to -ill to make B"ill"? 11 
What was the letter we added to ed to make bed? 
What·-was the letter-we added to at to make bat? 
What was the letter we added to all to make ball? 
What was the letter we added to oak to make book? 
What was the letter we added to un to make bun? 
What was the letter we added to ill to make Bill? 
What was the letter we added to unny to make funny? 
What was the letter we added to arn to make barn? 
What was the letter we added to ell to make bell? 
What was the letter we added to ake to make cake? 
15 
the 
16 
What was the letter-we added to ..QY-t:O make boy? 
What was the letter-we added to ·ird to make bird? 
After the children have told the letter added to the phonogram, 
they can take turns and find.the new word on the board and frame it 
as they say the· new word. 
A different type of exerci:se for a beginning consonant is this 
sample for the letter d. 
Have a picture of a deer to show the children. Ask the children: 
''What is this? Yes; it is.!:!·" Plac·e the-picture ·of the··deer on the 
board with scotch tape and drp.w a blue l-ine under the picture· with 
chalk. The teacher will pass out the duplicated papers for the chil-
dren to read and find all the ·words that begin with i· "You are going 
to read these sentences on your paper and draw a blue line under every 
word beginning with i like deer, dog. Let 1 s do the first one together. 11 
Have one child read the ·first sentence. ''Who can tell us the 
first word in the sentence that begins-with i? Yes, ·it is dog. What 
· do we do after we find the word that begins with i? Yes, we draw a 
blue line under the ·word that beg:d:ns with.!:!·" Have the next word 
read and have another child explain what to do. After all the words 
have been found, have the children in the class read the underlined 
words in the first sentence that begin with i· "Now you read the 
sentences on your paper to yourself and find all the words that begin 
with i and draw a blue line under them. Remember the word must begin 
like deer, dog. 
l. The dog·will not do what I·want him to do. 
2. The baby likes to dig in the sand. 
3. I like to dust for my mother. 
4. What day is your birthday? 
5. See my three new dolls. 
6. I want a duck for a pet. 
7. Here comes my daddy. 
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8. Please open the doo-r for7Dur mother. 
9. Let 1 s help get· ·di-nner. 
10. I have two pets. A duck and a dog. 
After the children complet-e the paper, have different ones read 
the sentences and tell the -word-s beginning -with~- Then have the 
class members say t·he· words beginning· with~ in each sentence. 
The following story may be duplicated and given to the children. 
In this story the children rea-d·it·ind±vidually and find all the 
words beginning with~- "Underline each word that begins wi·th ~ 
like deer, dog. 11 When the children have finished the paper, the 
teacher may correct the papers as each child comes to her and reads 
the complete story or just the words beginning with~-
"Daddy," said Dick, "let's go for a ride to the farm. We could 
see all the farm animals. I would like a duck for a pet." Daddy 
said, "You have a pet dog." Mother came ·in the door, just then, and 
said, "Maybe we can go to the farm on Su~day.. If they sell ducks, 
Dick, you may have one. 11 Dick was happy and wanted Sunday to come soon. 
The following is a sample of the exercise to teach the child the 
application of a beginning blend. 
''We have learned what the sound of bl ·is. Today we are going to 
see if we can make some new·-words using the sound of these two letters." 
When the children give you the new words, write them on the board. 
Remember all words must have meaning for. the children. ''Write· came 
on the board, erase the c and put in bl. Now tell me what is the new 
word? 11 Rave· two or three· children give you the new· word each time. 
1. Change the £ in ~ to bl, and your new·-word is blame. 
2. Change the th in thank to bl, and your new word is b1:ank. 
3. Change the f in fast to b l, and your new word is blast .. 
4. Change· theE in red to bl, and your new word is bled. 
5. Change the gin new to bl, and your new word is blew. 
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6. Change the f·in find· to ·bl, ·and-your-uew·-word---ts blind. 
7. Change the h in house to bl, arrd your new-w01:d-i;s ·bi:ouse. 
8. Change the kn in know to bl, and your ·rrew word is blow. 
The following sentences may·be duplicated and given· to the chil-
dren. If duplicated, the -words may be put a·t the top. If they are 
put on the board, the words··will already be there from the teaching 
lesson. "You are to read the sentences to yourself and ·fill in the 
missing words." If the sentences are on the board, the children may 
write the word they choose beside the number on a piece of paper. 
If duplicated, the children will write the word in the blank space. 
After the children have finished, they·will read the completed sen-
tences to the teacher. The whole class may repeat the word that was 
put in the blank. 
1. The wind hard. (blew) 
2. That little boy is (blind) 
3. When you cut your hand ·it (bled) 
4. The jet will (blast) 
5. You will till in the (blank) 
6. Who is to ? (blame) 
7. She has a pretty (blouse) 
8. The wind -will 
----------the kites. (blow) 
The following is a sample exercise in the application of a final 
consonant. 
'~e have learned what the sound of dis. Today we are going to 
see if we can use that letter and its sound at the end of a word to 
find out a new word. I will print a word on the board." Print let 
on the board. "What is this word? Yes, it is let. Now let's take 
away the t and put.£ in its place. What is this word? Yes, it is 
led. Has anyone ever led you anywhere?" Be sure that all the chil-
dren know the meaning of all the words. 
1. We have the word bet; change t to£, and theword is bed. 
2. We have the word but; change t to~' and the word is bud. 
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3. We have· the· ·word his· 
--' 
change~ to ~' and the word-i.s ·hid. 
4. We have the word not· 
--' 
change·'! to ~' and the ·word -is· nod. 
5. We have the word lit· 
--' 
change t to ~' and the word is lid. 
6. We have the word pat; change t to ~. and the-word .. is pad. 
7 0 We have the word sat· 
--' 
change t to ~' and the word is sad. 
8. We have the-word bat· __ , change t to ~. and the--word ·-i_s bad. 
9 0 We have the word lap; change p_ to ~' and the word is lad. 
The following sentences may be duplicated and the words put at 
the top of the paper. Also, they could be put on the board. "You 
are to read the sentences to yourself and fill--in the missing words." 
If the sentences are on the board, the children may·-write the·· word 
they choose beside the number on a piece of paper. If duplicated, 
the children will--write the word in the blank space. After the chil-
dren have finished, they will read the completed sentences to the 
teacher. The whole class may repeat the word they filled in the 
blanks. "Remember the word must make good sense." 
l. We sleep in a (bed) 
2. Whim we cry··we are (sad) 
3. He behind the door. (hid) 
4. A cover is a (lid) 
5. Where did you put the of paper? (pad) 
6. The clown can his head. (nod) 
7 0 He is a boy. (bad) 
8. ~ boy can be a (lad) 
The following is a sample exercise in the application of final 
consonants. 
"Today we are going to listen to some words, and you are going 
to find a word that ends with the same sound. We will do the first 
one together." Teacher will check after each one to see that the 
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children are doing them right. "Listen to the word, and put the 
number under the word that I tell you to. Find a -word that ends like 
let and put 1 under it." Check to see that the children do it. "Now 
find a word that ends like.£.§!!_ and put 2 under it." Check again. 
"Now find the word that ends like dog and put 3 under ·it." Check 
again. "Let 1 s see if you can do the rest of them by yourself. Remem-
ber to listen to the end of the word and find the word that has that 
same sound at the end." 
2. bad took gun pet 
Put 1 under the -word that ends iike man. 
Put 2 ·under the ·word that ·ends like red. 
Put 3 under the -word that ends l-ike ·tent. 
3. bus kick pup can 
Put 1 under the·word that ends "like cap. 
Put 2 under the -word that ends l-ike tank. 
Put 3 under the-·word that· ends like~· 
4. school room dress bump 
Put 1 under the word that ends ·b.ke guess. 
Put 2 under the·-word that ends like ham. 
Put 3 under the -word that ends like girl. 
5. egg roof mail drum 
"~ 
Put'l under the word that ends like cool. 
Put 2 under the ·word that ends like _pig. 
PHt 3 under t·he -word that ends like deaf. 
6. bunny coat bird fall 
Put 1 under the word that ends like sat. 
Put 2 under the word that ends like baby. 
Put 3 under the word that ends like hard. 
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7. other hop arm doll 
Put 1 ·under t·he··wo-rd that ends···li:ke him. 
Put 2 under the word that ·ends 1i.ke helper. 
Put 3 ·under the-word that ends i-±ke clap. 
8. Jack sun any us 
Put 1 under the wo-rd that en·ds li:ke lady. 
Put 2 under the word that ends like oak. 
Put 3 under the word that ends like button. 
Adding .§_, ed, and ·i.ng to··words 
Write ~' ed, ing on the board. "Today we are going tn play a 
game with these endings." Pass out the papers that have been dupli-
cated. "I am going to say a word to you and you will put 1 under 
that word. Then I will say another word to you and you will put 2 
under that word. This time you will ·put 3 under the word I say to 
you." When the children have finished, have them read the words 
and tell the numbers under the -words. "Let 1 s do the first one to-
gether. Put your finger on 1. 11 
l. play plays played playing 
Put 1 under played. 
Put 2 under ~-
Put 3 under· ]?laying. 
2. walk ·walking ·walked walks 
Put 1 unde-r--walks. 
Put 2 under walked. 
Put 3 under walking. 
3. jumped jumps jump jumping 
Put 1 under jumped. 
Put 2 under jumping. 
Put 3 under jumps. 
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4. looks looked lo-oking look 
Put 1 under· -looking. 
Put 2 under looks. 
---
Put 3 under looked. 
5. calling call calls called 
Put 1 under calls. 
Put 2 under calling. 
Put 3 under called. 
6. helping helped helps help 
Put 1 under helped. 
Put 2 under helping. 
Put 3 under helps. 
7. work works · '¥orked working 
Put 1 under works. 
---
Put 2 under working. 
Put 3 under worked. 
8. wanted want ·wanti.ng wants 
Put 1 under· wanting. 
Put 2 under wanted. 
Put 3 under wants. 
9. paints painting paint painted 
Put 1 under paints. 
Put 2 under painted. 
Put 3 under painting. 
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10. laughing laughed laughs laugh 
Put 1 under laughs. 
Put 2 under laughed. 
Put 3 under laughing. 
11. thank thanks thanked thanking 
Put 1 under thanking. 
Put 2 under thanks. 
Put 3 under thanked. 
12. backed back bac·ki.ng backs 
Put 1 under backing. 
Put 2 under backs. 
Put 3 ·under backed. 
The follo'!ling is a sample exercise·--tn tea,eh the appl·ication of 
beginning sounds and blends to a··-phorrogram. 
"Today we are going to· play a game·with words·."· Print the word 
and on the board. 'We all know that this word is and. Now we are 
going to rri'ake some new words by changing the first letter ·or letters .. 
When we put ~ in front of and, our new word is band. When we take 
away the b (erase the b) and put in h, we have hand. When we take 
away the h (erase the h) and put in :L we have land. When we take 
away tl;le 1 (erase the 1) and put in g, we have· stand. When we take 
away the g (erase the g) and put in.§_, we have sand. When we take 
away the.§. (erase the.§.) and put in &E• we have grand. When we take 
away the &E (erase the u-) and put in br, we have brand. 
,.'Now let's see if you· can read ·s-ome sentences that have these 
new words in them." Put the following sentences on the board. If 
the children need help, go back and put· the letters in front of and. 
1. Please hand me my book. 
2. The airplane is going t·o land. Let's go meet it. 
3. See the band go down the street. 
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4. The baby likes to -pl-ay-i-n· t·he sand. 
5.Stand up when your name is calle·d. 
6. The family had a grand time·wh:i:le· they were away. 
7. What brand did the man put on the cow? 
Have several different children read the sentences. Also have 
the whole class read the underlined -words. 
The following sentences are to be duplicated or they may be put 
on the board. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. You will choose one of the three words under the sentences. 
It will be one of the words that you know. Remember the word you 
choose must make good sense." When the children have finished, they 
will read the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects them. 
If they are done on the board, different children may go to the board 
and draw a line under the word they choose and have different children 
read the completed sentences. 
1. The baby said, 11May I have a --:---:-------:------,-
band grand sand 
box?" 
2. The family went to see the -:--:'"---:---:----:--:- play. 
land band hand 
3. Mother said, "---..,.---..,.-------- up tall, Bill." 
sand brand stand 
4. we all had a---~--~~--~------~ 
grand brand stand 
time at the birthday party. 
5. Let's go to see the airplane 
-7h_a_n_d~--l~a-n-::d---:-b-a_n_d~ 
6 . ··What -------,-------,-------
sand grand brand 
is on the cow? 
7. When Jack fell down he hurt his 
hand land band 
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Phon-ogram -- ack 
Write the word~ on the board. "I am going to read you some 
sentences that have words in them that sound like back." ·Point to the 
word on the board. "Listen close:ly and try to hear all of them." 
1. "I have a sack on my back. 
Can you tell me the words that you heard that sounded like 
back?" 
2. "Mack stepped on a tack. 
Can anyone tell me the new·words that sounded like back?" 
3. "The boy had a black pack· .. 
Did anyone hear the· new words? 11 
4. "Jack put his coat on the rack. 
Which words sounded like back?" 
"Let's see how many of these words you can remember. I will 
write them on the board as you say them." Take these words off on a 
mimeograph. 
snake 
back 
tack 
rake 
black 
lake 
bake 
track 
shack 
cake 
pack 
Jack 
Jake 
Mack 
rack 
sack 
"On this paper are many words, some of which sound like back. 
Let's see how many we can underline that sound like back. Look at the 
first word in the first column. What is it? Yes, this word is snake. 
Does it sound like back? No. So we won't underline it. Look at the 
second word. What is it? Yes, this is the word back. Underline it. 
Now go ahead and do the rest of the words in the same way." 
Lesson Two for back 
Take this sentence off on a mimeograph. 
Jack and Mack saw a black snake··cross the track onto a· tack, roll 
on its back, crawl under a sack on a rack, beside a pack inside the shack. 
"In this story are many words that sound like back. Read the 
story and underline the words that sound like back." 
Words to be practiced: 
lake 
flakes 
cake 
rake 
Phonogram -- ake 
bake 
take 
wake 
shake 
brakes 
snake 
awake 
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"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print make·on the board. 
''What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by changing 
the first letter. 11 Read the following sentences to give meaning for 
the new words. Write the new words on the board after giving the 
clue sentence. 
1. Something Mother makes for your birthday. (cake) 
2. Where yoU' go swimming sometimes . (lake) 
3. Father uses this to clean the lawn. (rake) 
4. What i·s the first thing you do in the morning? (wake) 
5. How Mother cooks a pie. (bake) 
6. Something .Father stops the car with. (brake) 
7. Something that crawls on the ground. (snake) 
8. What Mother does to a mop. (shake) 
9. What we saw out the -window when it was snowing. (flakes) 
10. What we do when someone gives us something. (take) 
"Let us play a game with these words on the board." Have one 
child go to the board and frame the word that the teacher says. 
Children in seats read the word after the child has framed it. 
1.--When we· used_£, it was cake. 
2. When we used Y!..• it was wake. 
3. When we used 
.§.!!.' it was snake. 
4. When we used _l, it was lake. 
5. When we used _E, it was rake. 
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6. When· we used fl, it was flake. 
7. When we· used .!?_, -J.t·was· bake. 
8. When we used sh, ·i_t··was shake. 
9. When we used br, ·--i_t···was brake. 
10. When we used !_, it -was take. 
"I am going to read you some sentences. Finish these sentences 
with words that rhyme with make. 11 Have one child find the word and 
frame it as· "the .class says the rhyming word. 
1. When Mother said she was going to bake l 
I told her·to make me a (cake). 
2. What do you think we will take? 
When we picnic at the (lake)? 
3. There were so many snowflakes. 
Father didn't have any leaves to (rake). 
4. Mother had to give me a shake. 
For me to come (awake). 
5. When Eather saw the snake. 
He had to use the (brakes). 
The sentences may be put on the board or teacher may duplicat-e 
t.hem. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing word. 
The words you will use are on the board. 11 If duplicated, the words 
may be at- the top of the page. When the children have finished, they 
read the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects them. 
1. Mother· will make me a birthday (cake) 
2. The boy can the grass. (rake) 
3. My mother will a pie for you. (bake) 
4. You may the mat. (shake) 
5. this book to your mother. (Take) 
6. We will go to the soon. (lake) 
t 
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7. Come and see the··· snow 
--'-----
(flakes) 
8. Is that long thing a _____ ? (snake) 
9. Mother said, "----- up. · (Wake) 
10. To stop a car, use---------~ (brakes) 
Draw a series of steps on the board going up and down as indi-
cated below, and place the word ball on the top step. The words in 
parentheses are given here merely to indicate the type of words that 
may be expected from the children. 
ball 
(fall) (wall) 
(call) <.stall) 
·(tall) 
''Who knows why we use a key in a door? (To lock or unlock it.) 
Today we are going to use the -word ball as ·a key to unlock many new 
words. We shall do this by putting ·ather letters in the place of b. 
Let's see how many words you can gi)!e mt;." As the ch~ldren suggest 
words, write them on the steps, as sho~ by the words in parentheses, 
until the ste~s are filled. · 
''Who can go up the ~teps by naming t:h,e words?" 
''Who can go down the steps by naming t)l~ other words?" 
"Now let's see if we can go pp and down the steps together." 
Place the following on·tqe board: 
hall doll sat bell call stall 
' 
ball . qall . ball 
Jack cat fall tall wap man 
' 
. · .. 
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"In these -boxes on the ba·ard (-poin·t to boar4) I have place4 a 
number of words around the ·word ball. Some of these-words are the 
words we have studied, and they so~nd like ball. In one box, there 
is one word that sounds. like ball which we have not studi:ed. Let's 
see if you can draw a line froni ~he·word ball, in the middle, to all 
the words tha·t sound like ~- in these three boxes." Individual 
children go to the .board to draw a line .from the word ball to one 
word that sounds like ball. 
Phonqgram "" and 
Write the word and on the board. DJ;1l.W a diagonal line after it 
(and /) Leave space to writ~ other words on a line· with and. Among 
the words given, the following may bf? expected: 
land sand band hand stand 
"You all know the-w.ord ~· (Point to the·Y~ord.) Today, instead 
Of changing the first. letter Of the WOrd, let I 6 add a letter tO the 
word and. Who can make a ·new ·word? ·As you give me the new word, I 
will write it on the board: 11 
and I land sand band hand stand 
"I am going to read you sam~ ridcjles that go wit;h some of the 
words on the board. Let's see if you CC\n give me the-correct answer." 
Put (1) under what we find at the beach. (sand) 
Put (2) under what we· do when the flag goes by. (stand) 
Put (3) under the word that tells the mJJsical group 
children like to play in. (band) 
Put (4) under the one we have five ·fingers on. ([land) 
Leaving the numbers under th~ words, reverse t;he process and 
ask the children to give the words co,responding to given numbers. 
Example: "What word goes with numberl?" (sand) 
''What word goes with number 2?" (stand) 
''What word goes with nJJmber 3 7 11 (band) 
''What word goes with numbe, 47" .(hand) 
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''Who can remember the word ·we had for a lesson yesterday? Yes, 
we had the -word and." Write the word and on the board, ''What other 
words can you remember that rhyme·with and?" :Write ~he·words given 
by the individual children on the board. "Let's say these words to-
gether. Now, listen very carefully, for I am going to read you some 
riddles. The answer to each riddle·ts a word that sounds like and. 
See if you can give me the right word. Here is the first riddle." 
"I rhyme ·with and 
I'm found on the beach." (sand) 
''Who knows the answer? Yes, sand is right. Now listen 
to the next ri-ddle. 11· 
"I rhyme wtth· sand 
I'm part of your arm." (hand) 
''Who can answer this one? Yes, hand is right, Now listen 
closely t:o the next one." 
"I rhyme-with hand 
On my feet I II (stand) 
"Who knows the answer to this one? Yes, stand is right, 
Let's try another one." 
"I rhyme with stand 
I live on the -----· ' 1 (land) 
11Can anyone answer this one? Yes, the word is land." 
Phonogram -- ar 
To develop new word.s frail\ objects presented on a pegboard, all 
of which sound like the known word far 1 the materials needed are: 
A pegboard 
A toy car 
A small jar 
A smaU star 
A small steel bar 
A small piece of tar 
Write the word far on the board. Place all the objects on the 
pegboard. ''Who can give me t.he word on the board?" Point to the word. 
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"Yes, the·-word ·is far-. We all know thi·s··word. ··we have used i.t many 
times. Lots of things that -we s·e·e or use every day .. have nallles that 
sound like far. Let's see ·if we can rind a few of ·them. Look at the 
pegboard." Point to the pegboard. "The names of the things on the 
pegboard all sound like far." Poi.nt to the toy caron th:e pegboard. 
"Does anyone know what th:is·is? Yes,·it is a car. We have all ridden 
in a car. Let's write the word~ on the board and see what it looks 
like." Write the word on the board. "In what -way is tqis word dif-
ferent from the word far? Yes, the first :let ~er is ·different. When 
we change the letter f to _£, we· have made the new· word· car." 
Point to the jar on the pegJ?oard. "Does anyqne know what this 
is? Yes, it is a jar. Mother uses jars qround the house all the time 
to put things in, and as you know, we buy many different kinds of 
food in jars. Let's write the ·word jar on the board and see what it 
looks like." Write the word on the bo~rd. "In what way· is this word 
different from the word far? Yes, the. first letter is different in 
this word, too. 
new wqrd jar." 
pegboard. Have 
"Let 1 s name all 
board as it is 
far 
When we change the letter f to l• we have made the 
Proceed in the same way with all th~ opjects on the 
a different child name each object as you go along. 
these words together." Point to each word on the 
to be given. 
car jar star bar tar 
Materials needed: 
A large piec~ of oak tag cut tn a circle. 
A small piece of wood approximately ~- inch thick with a 
small hole. through the center of it. 
An arrow for a spinner cut frolll oak tag. 
A brass clas.p (wire shank). 
Print the words~· jar, star, bar, tar, and far around th~ 
edge of the large circle cut from oak tag. Punch a small hole in the 
center of the circle. Glue the small ptece of wood. to the oak tag· so 
the hole is in line with the hole in the oa~ tag. ';I'his piece ef wood 
needs only to be thick enough to raise tqe arr.ow spinner off the oak 
tag circle for free spinning. A piece of wood~ inch thick and an 
inch in diameter will do nicely. Make an arrow spinner from oak tag. 
Punch a small hole in the center of it. Place the hole in the arrow 
over the hole in the wood an~ ·i~sert a wire shank through the arrow, 
wood, and circle of oak tag. Bend the ends of the wire shank at the 
back of the circle fairly loosely so the arrow will spin £neely. 
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"On this spinner are the·-words we hiJ.ve ma·de that sound li:ke far. 
I will spi.n the arrow, and as it stops on a word, see i.f you can all 
give the word together." Continue the game until all the words have 
been given. 
car 
star tar 
jar bar 
~ar 
Phonogram at 
Write the word sat on the board, "By changing the first letter 
of the word ~· I am going to write many words that sound like sat.'' 
Write these words on the board: 
mat hat cat rat bat fa,t pat 
"I am·going to read you some senten~es. One word 01;1 the board 
goes wit)l each sentence. See if you can 1;1ame the right word for. each 
sentence." Call on individual children to answer each sentence·. 
l. "Who can give me 
circle it." 
a word th<tt meijlJ;lS a pet? As you nam~ the word, 
(cat) 
2. "A small rug. •·• 
3. "So111ething a cat likes." 
4. "Something we wear on qur'head." 
5. ''Something we play a game with. 11 
6. "Something you do to a snowball to make 
it nice and round." 
7. ''What we think of a pig as being. 11 
(mat) 
(rat) 
(hat) 
(bat) 
(pat) 
(fat) 
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Take these sent.ences off on a mimeograph. 
l. You can play ball with a bat. yes no 
2. A cat has only two feet. yes no 
3. A rat can make a hole. yes no 
4. A pig is fat, yes no 
5. A bunny wears a hat. yes I].O 
6. I can pat the sky. ·yes no 
7. A small rug is a .mat. yes no 
"Lo-ok at the first sentencewhich has a number 1 beside it. 
Does it make sense? Yes, ·it does make sense. Circle the·vord ~· 
Look at the next sentence which .has a 2 beside ·it. Do·es lt make · 
sense? No, -it does not make sense. Ctrcle the word no. Now ~o 
ahead and read the rest of the sentences, If a sentence makes sense, 
circle~· If a sentence does not make sense, circle no. 
the 
can 
red. 
Phonogram -- ed 
...,-
Draw a ladder on the board as indicated below. 
b 
f 
sl 
T 
red 
"Let's read the word at the bottom· of the ladder," Point to 
ladder on the board. "Yes. The word is red. 
climb.to the top of the ladder by making words 
Listen closely while I give you some hints." 
Let 1 s see if we 
that rhymE: with 
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"I am thinking of a boy 1 s name that begins ·-with a T. What is it? 
Remember ,--we want words that rhyme with red. Yes, the boy's name is 
Ted. 
"Listen closely to the next hint. The next word means something 
to slide on. What is it? Sled··j:g···ri.ght." 
"He gave the birds food this morning. So they have been what?"(fed) 
"The next word means something we sleep on. What is it? 11 · (bed) 
"Now-we are at the top of the ladder. Let 1 s see if we can come 
down the ladder by giving a word for each step that rhymes with red." 
Call on each child for a-word. Write these sentence fragments and 
blanks on the board. 
l. We sleep on a (bed) 
2. The birds have been (fed) 
3. The boy's name is (Ted) 
4. ··we slide down hill on a (sled) 
Point to the board. "All of these sentences need a word that 
sounds like red to complete their meaning. Think of the words we have 
been studying, and as I call on you, see if you can give me the right 
word. If you give me the right word, you may write it on the line to 
finish the sentence, and read the sentence aloud." 
Phonogram -- en 
Write the word ten on the board. To develop the words Ben, ~' 
pen, hen, den, and Ken from the word ten, cut the following pictures 
from magazines: 
a man 
several men 
a pen 
a hen 
a room 
a boy 
(to represent Ben) 
(to represent men) 
(pen) 
(hen) 
(to represent den) 
(to represent Ken) 
"What is this word? 11 Point to the word ten on the board, "Yes, 
the word is ten. Today, I am going to show you some pictures. These 
pictures all have names that rhyme with~- See if you can tell -me 
what they are." Hold up one picture at a time, and give the following 
directions: 
l. "This is a picture of a ma,n. Can you tell me his name? It begins 
with 1?_. Remember, all these-names rhyme with ten." 
"Yes, the name of this man is Ben. 11 
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2. "Here i:s another p·±c·ture. Tt "is a picture of several people. 
Notice that they are all the same kind of people. What are they 
called? The word I am thinking· o·f- begins with m." 
"Yes, these people are called men;·" 
3. "This pict-ure shows sometl:ring that we use when we write with ink. 
The word I am thinking of begins with _E. What is it?" 
"Yes, it· is a· pen." 
4. "Here is a picture of a bird, This bird lays eggs such as we often 
eat for breakfast. What is it? The word I am thinking of begins 
with h. 
"Yes, it is a hen. We· often eat hen 1 s eggs· for breakfast . 11 
5. "This is a picture of a room. Father often USE\S a room like this 
for reading. It begins with;!. What is it called?" 
"Yes, it is a den. Many 
It is used for reading, 
television sets in it. 
might be used for?·'' 
houses have a room that is called a den. 
sewing, and sometimes people have their 
Can you think of anything else that it 
6. "This is a picture of a boy. His name begins with K. Can you 
tell me what· it is?-" 
"Yes, his name is Ken." 
Write these sentences on the board: 
1. Among the men were Ben and Ken. 
2. Each had a pen, 
3. They chased the hen into the den. 
"As I call on you, come to the board and underline the first word 
that sounds like ten." Have the children proceed in the same way 
through all the words that sound like ten. 
------------~~ -=-~- ----------------- ------
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Phonogram -- ent 
Write the-word wen·t on the board. "This word is an old friend 
of your-s." :Point to the--word. ''Who can name it?" (went) "Yes, the 
word is went. Let's see how many of you can give me some words that 
rhyme with~·" Write the words on the board as the children give 
them. 
"I am going to put some sentences on the board that need a word 
that sounds like went to finish them." Write these sentences on the 
board. 
1. A penny is a -------
2. Boy Scout-s often ·sleep· in a canvas 
3. If a branch is not straight·; -we say it i-s 
4. If you hit something with a hammer, you often 
make a 
5. Some· people own homes, others homes. 
(cent) 
(tent) 
(bent) 
(dent) 
(rent')· 
"As I call on you, try to say the missing--_word;··-write it in the 
blank space, and then read the---whole senterrc·e." 
Take these sentences off on a mimeograph. 
cent 
l. A ·is a penny. 
bent 
tent 
~. A is made of canvas. 
dent 
rent 
3. The branch is 
bent 
dent 
4. rhe cup had a in it, 
tent 
om: home, 
IILook at these sentences, rn ea.ch 11entence the~;e are two word11, 
only one of which make~> sense iP the eepte,nce, Find the right word 
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and circle it. Let 1 s do the firs·t on:e· together. 11 
"A cent or bent is a penny. 
word cent is correct. Circle the 
in the same way. 11 
Which word is correct? Ye~, the 
word. Now go ahead and do the rest 
Phonogram - ~ et· 
Wr±te the word get on the. board. 
):1aterials needed: 
a small hat 
small cardboard rabbi.ts on which have been printed the 
words bet, let, jet, met·, net·, ~-, set; wet·, ~-
"In this hat (show hat) are rabbits -with words on them that 
sound like ~· 11 Point to the ·word~ on the board. "Let 1 s all 
say the word together. Now let's see how many rabbits·we can pull 
out of the hat by naming the ·words on them. 11 Each child has a turn 
pulling a rabbit out of the hat. "As you give me a word, I will 
write it on the board. When we have all the words on the board, we 
will say each one together." Write the words on the boaJ;d as the 
children give them. 
yet bet let jet met net pet set wet 
Take these sentences off on a mimeograph: 
l. Let.us go home. 
2. My father bet me I couldn 1 t s·hovel the walk. 
3. Some airplanes are jet planes. 
4. I met my brother at school. 
5. People catch fish in a net. 
6. I have a pet dog. 
7. Set the book on the tabl-e. 
8. John got wet in the rain. 
9. Mother has not come home yet. 
"Look at the first sentence which ha\' the number 1 beside it. 
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Find a word i.n t·his sentence that sounds li.ke get~ Let is right. 
Underline this word. Go ahead and do the other sentences. But re-
member, all the words you underline must sound like~·" 
Phonogram -- it· 
Wr'ite the word it on the board. 
Materials needed: 
a small box 
small pieces of oak tag with the following letters printed 
on them: 
b f h k 1 p s w 
"We all know this . word. 11 Point to· ·the word. "What is it? Yes, 
the word is it. In this box (hold up box) I have some cards with 
letters on them. As I call on you, take a card from the box. What 
new word can you make with the letter on the card by using it with the 
word it? Write the·· new word on the board. 1·1 
The following words will be developed: 
bit fit hit· kit lit pit sit wit 
Take these sentenc.es off on a mimeograph: 
1. The boy the ball over the fence. (hit) 
2. ··We on a chair. (sit) 
3. The lamp was (lit) 
4. He fell into the sand (pit) 
5. The shoe was too small to (fit) 
6. He into an apple. (bit) 
"These sentences can all be finished w.ith a word that sounds 
like it. Look at the first sentence that has the number 1 beside it. 
What did the boy do to the ball?· He·· hit the ball over the· fence. 
The word hit is the·word we need to finish this sentence. Write the 
word hit in the blank space. Look at the rest of the sentences. 
Finish them in the same way." 
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Phonogram -- .2fi 
Write these sentences on the board. 
l. Kim called to his· dog. 
2. He wanted him to come in out of the~· 
''We know all the words in the first sentence." Point to the, 
sentence.· -Ask a ch±ld to read the sent'e'l}ce. ·"Can you point to a word 
in the second sentence that ·we havet,.n~t.;i;had yet? It sounds like the 
word ~ tqa:t we already know. What is: the word?· Yes,·· the word :i:s 
.!2.g. Let's all look at the i:rew word and, say. ·it together. Let 'is read 
both sentences now, and see if you can hear the two words that sound 
alike." 
Write these sentences on the board. 
.!_ '. 
3. Kim sat on a l£g. •· 
4. He looked at a· hog. 
"Look at these sentences. II Point "to the sentences. "Let Is read 
them together and see if we can find the·two words that sourid like 
~· What did Kim sit on? Yes, Kim sat on a l:og. Does thi:s word 
sound like dog? Yes, it does, What did he: lool<; at? Yes, he l-ooked 
at a hog. Does this word sound l-ike ~? Yes, it does. What is a· 
hog? That's right. A hog is<an·animal·.that·we··find on a farm." 
Write these words on ··the ·board;·· 
fog big log Hag ··hog tag. 
"Read these words to yourselves·_; 11 · Point .to the. words .. ""I w"ill 
choose different boys and g~rls to name a word that sounds like dog 
and to go to the board and underline it; II 
Take these words off mimeograph. 
; 
on a 
dog bog ··hog.· )lOg 
::- ... 
log . log dog .-~- 9og • 
.. ~ 
fog ~ ..... ·' :. bog ; ~: . log 
"Here are two co.lumns. of words·. ·Put an ~ between them when they 
are the· same, and put ·a d ·between ·.theni when· they are different. Look 
at th·e first "two words. -They,:~i:-e dog i}.J;l4· bogi Are these. two .words 
alike? No, they are different. Therefo"re, we shall write a .£·on the 
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line between them. Finish the two columns of words by yourselves. 
But remember, if the words are the same, put an~ between them, and 
if they are different, put ad between them as we did for number one." 
Phonogram -- ook 
Write the word look on the board. Under the word look, write 
these sentences. 
1. Mother has to 
--
oo·k for ·us ·every day. (cook) 
2. We catch fish---with a ook and line. (hook) 
--
3. We read a ook. (book) 
4. We ook a walk. (took) 
--
5. We can fish in a ook. (brook) 
6. The apples fell when the wind nok the tree. (shook) 
"We all know this word.·" Point to the word look on the board. 
"What is it? Yes, the word is look. On the board are·- some sentences 
with the word-part ook in them. To have each sentence make sense, you 
will have to give me a beginning letter or letters to go with ook. 
''Look at the first sentenc-e which has the number 1 beside it. 
'Mother has to _ook for us every day. 1 To have this sentence make 
sense, we need the letter c before ook to make the word cook. We 
now have the sentence, 'Mother has to cook for us every da~ Look 
at the rest of the sentences. As I call on you, see if you can give 
me the letter or 'letters we need .to complete the word-part _ook and 
have the sentences make sense. If you give me the correct letter or 
letters, you may write them in the blank spaces as I did for cook." 
Write the following words in boxes on the board: 
walk cook book talk ball 
hook too brook fall took 
"On the board are some words in boxes." Point to 
"Some of these words sound like look and some do not. 
first box and find the two words that sound like look. 
on you, draw a line between the two words." 
tool 
shook 
the-- boxes. 
Look at the 
As I call 
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Phonngram -- ump 
Write the word jump on the board. 
Materials needed: 
Paper mittens on which have···be·en printed the le·tters 
b d p h 1 tr st 
Paper mittens on which have been printed the words 
bump dump pump hump lump trump stump 
A piece of heavy string 42 inches long 
Two blocks of wood 3/4" thick by 4" by 4" with a """ hole 
bored in the center of each block. 
Two dowels ~"·in diameter py 12" high 
A box or a basket. 
Insert the dowels into the holes in the blocks and tie the string 
to the tops of the dowels to represent a clothesline. Attach the mit-
tens with the beginning cons·onants and blends to the clothesline. 
Place the mittens with thewords on them in a box or a basket. 
"We· can all read the·word on the board." Point to the word. 
"What is it? Yes, the word is jump." 
"Today we are going to make believe· that we have washed our 
mittens, and we have hung them up to dry. But as··we look at them, 
we see that we did not get them quite clean. So·-we are going to have 
to take them off the line, wash them again, and put them back. In 
order to do this, we must make a new word by dropping the letter i 
from the word jump and adding a beginning letter or blend from a mit-
ten on the line to the word-part. When you have made a new word, see 
if you can find that new word on a mitten in this box (hold up the box), 
say the word, and hang it on the line. I will call on you to tak-e 
turns. Let's see if we can get all the mittens clean." Continue 
until all the letters have been replaced on the line by words. 
Take the following off on a mimeograph. 
dump 
1. We throw our trash on the 
stump 
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trump 
2. The car went over a big 
bump 
pump 
3. ·~e put air in our tires with a 
lump 
hump 
4. The camel has a 
dump 
stump 
5. When we cut down a tree, we leave a 
trump 
bump 
6. Horses like a of sugar. 
lump 
dump 
7. Sometimes in cards we play a 
trump 
"Here are some sentences that can be finished with one of the 
two words shown-with them. Look at the first sentence which has the 
number 1 beside -it. Which word finishes this sentence--dump or stump? 
The word dump finishes the sentence. Put a circle around the· ·word 
dump. Look at the rest of the sentences. Find the right word to 
finish each sentence, and put a circle around it." 
Phonogram -- un 
Write the word fun on the board. 
Materials needed: 
A picture of children playing 
A picture of a gun 
A picture of the sun 
A picture of a child running 
A picture of a bun 
Cards with the words fun, bun, sun, gun, and run 
A flannel board 
Flannel for pasting to backs of pictures and cards 
Paste 
Two boxes or baskets 
Cut the pictures from old magazines or old work books. Paste 
flannel to the backs of the pictures so they will adhere to the 
flannel board. The cards with words must also be prepared in the 
same way. 
Place the picture of children playing, on the flannel board. 
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The rest of the pictures are placed~n a box or basket, and the cards 
are placed in the other box or- basket", 
"Today we are going to have some fun with the magic board. I 
have placed un the magic board a picture of children playing, and they 
are having what? Yes, they are having fun." Place the card with the 
word fun on it under the picture. "In this basket (hold up basket) 
are several pictures. Each of you take a picture from the basket, 
name it, and place ·it on the magic board if it rhymes with fun. Now, 
from this basket (hold up the other basket) each of you take a word, 
say it, and place it under the correct picture." 
Take these sentences off on a mimeograph. 
1. The sun is shining·. 
2. The bun tastes good. 
3. We shoot a gun. 
4. Run, Bunny, run! 
"Draw a picture to go with each sentence." 
Phonogram -- unny 
Write the word funny on the board. ''What is our word for today?" 
Point to the word. "Yes, the word is funny. Let's make-some new words 
that sound like funny. What do we sometimes call a rabbit? I am 
thinking of a word that begins with .Q and rhymes with funny." (bunny) 
"I'm thinking of a day on which the sun shines brightly. What 
kind of a day i.s it? I 1m thinking of a word that begins with ~ and 
rhymes with funny. 11 (sunny) 
Write these sentences on the board. 
Into the woods ran the· ____________ __ (bunny) 
It was a day. (sunny) 
''Who can give me the missing word? Remember, it rhymes with funny." 
Have the child who answers, write the word in the blank sp~ce, 
· .. 
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Compound Words 
On small hearts print compnund·-words. Cut the hearts down the 
center to divide the -words "in ·two. Staple the halves containing the 
first part of the compound words around the edge of a large heart. 
(See sketch.) Place the remaining halves on the chalkrail. 
Materials needed: 
One large heart 
Seven small hearts 
Staples 
Seven hooks 
"Today ·we are going to play a game of hearts to make compound 
words . Compound ·-words are made up of two words· put together to make 
one word which has a different meaning. ·On the board I have placed a 
large heart. (Point to it.) On this heart are several half-hearts, 
all of which have a·word on them that is the first half of a compound 
word. On the chalkrail are other half-hearts with the last part of a 
compourrd word on them. 
"If we put the correct half-heart from the chalkrail with the 
correct one on the big hear·~;,, we shall make a compound word. I will 
do the first one. Look at the first word at the top left. What is 
it? Yes, the word is grand. Lo_ok at the words on the chalkrail. I 
see the word father. If I take this word and hang it on this hook 
(point to hook on large heart), I have made a complete heart, and I 
have also made the compound word grandfather. 
"The second word is barn. Who can see the word on the chalkrail 
that goes with barn?" Proceed in this manner until all the compound 
words have been made. Let the children put the words they find on the 
hooks as you did the first one. 
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Beginning Sound of b 
"Today we will play a game with words that begin with J::. I'm 
going to tell you something about a wo.rd that begins with J::. You will 
give me the answer. Remember the word must begin with b like ball, 
baby, boat." 
l. What ani-mal has big ears and hops? 
2. What you hit a ball with. 
3. What boys and girls read. 
4. What do you hear when it is time to come into 
school? 
5. What do you sleep in? 
6. ·What do you get when you fall down? 
7. Where some animals live on the farm. 
8. What word is the opposite of little? 
9. What insect might sting you? 
10. The name of a fruit. 
11. What has two wheels that boys and girls like to 
ride on? 
12. What do we give dogs to chew on? 
13. What you ride in on the water. 
(bunny) 
(bat) 
(book) 
(bell) 
(bed) 
(bump) 
(barn) 
(big) 
(bee) 
(banana) 
(bicycle) 
(bcine) 
(boat) 
Sentences may be placed on the board or duplicated. "You are 
to read these sentences and place the letter J:: in the blank space." 
When all the children have finished, have one child read the sen-
tences and another child give the answer. Choose different children. 
1. The name of a boy. 
--
ill 
2. What you sleep in. ed 
--
3. You hit a ball with it. at 
--
4. A round toy. 
--
all 
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5. You read it. ook 
6. Something you eat. un 
> 
7. A duck eats with this. ill 
.--
8. An animal that hops. __ unny 
9. The cows home. arn 
--
10. It rings. ell 
--
~ 
ll. Mother does this to a cake. ake 
12. . What Dick is . __ oy 
13. This animal flies. ird 
--
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Beginning Sound of .£ 
"Today we -will play a game-·with words that begin with c. 
going to tell you something about a word that begins with c-: 
give me the answer. Remember the word must begin with c like 
call, cake." -
I'm 
You will 
1. Milk comes from a (cow) 
2. The pet was a big black (cat) 
3. A baby- ·cuw is called a (calf) 
4. On his head he wore a (cap) 
5. An animal with a hump is called a (camel) 
6 0 We went for a ride in the new (car) 
7 0 Rabbits like to eat (carrots) 
8. In the winter, the weather is very (cold) 
9 0 When you say the numbers 1 2 3 4 5, you can (count) 
10. When you use your crayons you (color) 
Sentences may be placed on the board or duplicated. "You are to read 
the sentences and fill in the missing words. Choose one of the three 
words under the sentence. Remember it must make good sense. 11 When 
the children have finished, they read the completed sentences to the 
teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. A gives us milk. 
cat cold cow 
2. A---------- is a pet. 
cap car cat 
3. We ride in a 
color car can 
4. Rabbits like to eat 
carrots cake cookies 
5. It is very 
cold color cot 
so 
6. Purple is a 
coat color count 
7. He had a new 
cup come cap 
v 
8. Mother has a new 
call cup cut 
9. the books for me. 
Count Come Cookies 
10. I have a new red ----------:---
cot coat come 
11. Mother made some-------~-------­
color cookies count 
12. The boys will for me. 
cup cut call 
'~hat letter did all the words you chose begin with? ~ 
Could each one of you think of one more word that begins with c?" 
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Beginning Sound of d 
"Today-we· will play a game with words that begin with~· 
going to tell you something about a word that begins with d. 
give me the answer. Remember the word must begin with~ iike 
doll,.:!:£&.'' 
I'm 
You will 
door, 
l. ·what animal says quack, quack? (duck) 
2. Who do we go to to fix our teeth? (dentist) 
3. The name of the twelfth month of the year, (December) 
4. What do we call a colle-ction of twelve articles? (dozen) 
5. What do you come through when you come into s.chool? (door) 
6. What animal says bow-wow? (dog) 
7. What do we do to the Christmas tree before Santa comes? (decorate) 
8. What do you sit at in school? (desk) 
Show the children a picture of a deer. "What is ·this? What does 
deer begin with?" Place the picture on the board and draw a blue line 
under the picture. 11 You are going to read the sentences .on your paper 
and draw a blue line under every word beginning with ~' like deer, dog. 11 
After the children have finished the paper, have them read all the 
words beginning with ~· 
l. The dog will not do what I want him to do. 
2. The baby likes to dig in the sand. 
3. I like to dust for my mother. 
4. What day is your birthday? 
5. See my three new dolls. 
6. I want a duck for a pet. 
7. Here comes my daddy. 
8. Please open the door for your mother. 
9. Letvs help get dinner. 
10. I have two pets. A duck and a dog. 
'Bostop. University 
.School of Educati~n 
Lib~ary 
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Have each child read this and find all the words beginning with~· 
"Daddy," said Dick, "Let 1 s go for a ride to the farm. We could 
see all the farm animal"s. I would like a duck for a pet. 11 Daddy said, 
"You have a pet dog. 11 Mother came in the door, just then, and said, 
"Maybe we can go to the farm on Sunday. If they sell ducks, Dick, you 
may have one." Dick was happy and wanted Sunday to come soon. 
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Beginning .Sound of k 
"Today we will play a game··with words that begin with _t. I'm 
going to tell you something about a word that begins with _t. You will 
give me the answer. Remember the word begins with _t like kitten, key, 
kick." 
l. What is a name for a baby cat! (kitten) 
2. What mother uses to cook with? (kettle) 
3. What you do to a football? (kick) 
4. What you use to open a door -with? (key) 
5. What a boy likes to fly? (kite) 
6. Where mother cooks! (kitchen) 
7. What is the name for a baby goat? (kid) 
8. What is the name for a queen:'s husband? (king) 
9. What is another word for save? (keep) 
10, What you should always be to animals? (kind) 
Sentences may be put on the board or duplicated, "You are to 
read these sentences and place the letter _tin the missing blank space." 
When all have ·fin~shed, one child will read sentence and another will 
read the answer. Choose different children. 
1. A baby cat is a itten. 
2. He will ick the ball. 
3. He was a good ___ ing. 
4. She was very ___ ind. 
5. Where did you put the ___ ey? 
6. The ite will fly up high. 
7. He will ___ eep his dime. 
8. The farmer had to ill the hen. 
v 
• 
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Beginning Sound of £ 
"Today-·we··will play a game-with words that begin with£· I'm 
going to tell you something about a word that begins with £· You will 
give me the answer. Remember the word begins with£ like££, not, now. 
l. What do birds live in? (nest) 
2. What month does Thanksgiving come? (November) 
3. What does Mother sew with? (needle) 
4. What do squirrels eat? (nuts) 
5. What number comes after eight? (nine) 
6. What do you put on all your papers? (name) 
7. What do men wear around their necks? (neckties) 
8. What do babies take? (nap) 
9. What is the opposite of old? (new) 
10. What is another word for bad? (naughty) 
11. What time of day-·is it when it is dark? (night) 
12. What is another-word for five cents? (nickel) 
Sentences may be put on the board or duplicated. "You are to 
read these sentences and place the letter £ in the missing blank space .. 11 
W]::len all have finished, one child will read sentence and another will 
read the answer. Choose different children. 
l. I will take one ut. 
2. Bring me a __ ail. 
3. Did you take a __ ap? 
4. The fi$h was in the et. 
--
s. Our work is always 
--
eat, 
6. We eat at oon. 
--
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7. The bird is in her est. 
8. Her hat is 2-W •• 
9. The baby is going to take a ___ ap. 
10. Where did you go last ___ ight? 
11. What is your ___ arne? 
12. The boy has a ickel. 
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I'm "Today we will play a game with words that begin with .E· 
going to tell you something about a word that begins with .J?.,. 
give me the answer. Remember the word must begin with .E like 
pan, piano. 
You will 
put, 
l. What do you-write on? (paper) 
2. What bird can talk? (parrot) 
3. What are jack-a.-lanterns made from? (pumpkins) 
4. What color· is the inside of a rabbit's ears? (pink) 
5. What do you go on in the summer·when you eat outdoors? (picnic) 
6. What do you have in your coat? (pocket) 
7. What do you write-with? (pen, pencil) 
8. What is another name for a little dog? (puppy) 
"Now we are going to play a game with words .that begin with .!> 
I 1m going to tell you something about a word that beg-ins with .!.· You 
will give me the answer. Remember the word must' begin with .E. like 
~' red. 
1. What do you use to measure with? (ruler) 
2. What do you .listen to'? (radio) 
3. What do you do in a bus? (ride) 
4. What should you wear on your feet on rainy days? (rubbers) 
5. What shape is a ball? (round) 
6. Another word for street. (road) 
7. The name of a bird that comes in the Spring. (robin) 
8. What must fruit be before we can eat it? (ripe) 
These two pictures, rabbit and piano, are put on the board where 
the children can see them. Under the rabbit, draw a purple line; 
under the piano, draw an orange line. "Here are two pictures. The 
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one -with the purple line under it· is a rabbit. The one with the 
orange ·tine under it is a piano. On your paper there are 10 lines. 
After you have read the lines, one at a time, draw a purple line 
under every -word on your paper that begins with the same sound as 
rabbit. Draw an orange line under every word that begins with the 
same sound as piano." 
l. Did you see the rabbits run in the park? 
2. ·Do you have a red pencil? 
3. What page did you read today? 
4. The new pig pen is ready. 
5. The puppy has four paws. 
6, Did you pick this red rose? 
7. Did you have to go to the park? 
8. The pink rug is too little for the room. 
9 . Round and round -went the top. 
10. Maybe someone will ride a rocket to the moon. 
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Beginning Sound of ~ 
"Today we wi.ll play a game with words that begin with s. I'm 
going to tell you something about a word that begins~ith s~ You 
will give me the answer. Remember the word must begin lik~ see, seven, 
sing." -- · 
1. What do we call men in the Army? (soldiers) 
2. What number comes ~fter six? (seven) 
3. Who comes on Christmas Eve? (Santa) 
4. What do you dig in at the beach? (sand) 
5. What day comes after Friday? (Saturday) 
6. What kind of a day is it when the sun shi.nes? (sunny) 
7. What do·we use to cut with at school? (scissors) 
8. What are you·when you do not feel well? (sick) 
These sentences may be placed on the board or duplicated, "You 
are to read these sentences and place the letter~ in the blank space." 
When all the children have finished, have one child read the sentences 
and another child give the answers. Choose different children. 
1. A kind of day·. __ unny 
2. A day of the week. __ unday 
3. The number after six. even 
4. Boys and girls play on it. eesaw 
5 .. Father uses this to make things. aw 
6. What shines in the sky during the day? un 
7. The number after five. ix 
8. What is it you sing? __ ongs 
Show __ the children a picture of a salad. "What is this? What 
does salad begin with?" Place the picture on the board and draw a 
---- -~ -· - ----- - -----------
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green line· under the picture, "You are going to read the sentences 
on your paper and draw a green li.ne under every word beginning with 
E_, like see, salad. 11 After the children have finished the paper, 
have them read all .the words beginning with E_. 
1. I like to play with Sally. 
2. We play on the seesaw. 
3. While we play we sing funny songs. 
4. I like to ride·in a sailboat. 
5. Are you six or seven? 
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Beginning Sounds of y and v and Y!.. 
"Today we will play a game with words that begin withy. I'm 
going .to tell you something about a word that begins withy. You 
will give me the answer. Remember the word must begin with ::1.. like 
you,~' your." These words are not put on the board; they are to 
be given orally. 
1. What do we call the day before today? (yesterday) 
2. What color is a lemon? (yellow) 
3. Where do we play at school? (yard) 
4. The opposite of no. (yes) 
5. What are your warm mittens made of? (yarn) 
6. What do you do -when you cheer? (yell) 
7. What is the opposite of old? (young) 
8. What do boys playvith that is like a top? (y,o-yo) 
"Now we are going to play a game ·-with some words that begin with 
y. I 1m going to tell you something about a word that begins with y. 
You will give me the answer. Remember the answer will be a word that 
begins with y- like very, ~· 
l. What are carrots, beets, and potatoes? (vegetables) 
2. What do we send on February 14? (valentines) 
3. What do we put flowers in? (vase) 
4. What do you have after school closes in the summer? (vacation) 
5. What is a moving truck called? (van) 
6. What do you sing with? (voice) 
7. What is another name for purple? (violet) 
8. What do grapes grow on? (vine) 
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"Now I'm going .to tell you something about a word that begins 
with ~· You will give me the answer. It will be a word that begins 
with ~ like window, wagon, wish. 
1. Another name for a cart. (wagon) 
2. What do we hear blowing in March? (wind) 
3. What lets light into the school? (window) 
4. What must you do to have clean hands? (wash) 
5. How do you feel when the sun shines on you? (warm) 
6. What does a bird fly with? (wings) 
7. What do -we call something··cvery small? (wee0 
8. What did Father dig .for bait to fish with? (ymrms) 
These three pictures, yarn, violin, wagon, are put on the board 
where all the children can see them. Under yarn draw a blue line, 
under violin draw a red line, un.;ier wagon draw a green line. "Here 
are three pictures. The one with the blue line unde:r it is yarn. 
The one with the red line under it is a violin, The one with the 
green line under it is a wagon. On your paper there are ten lines. 
After you have read the lines, one at a time, draw a blue line under 
every word on your paper that begins with the same sound as yarn. 
Draw a red line under every word that begins with the same sound as 
violin. Draw a green line under every word that begins with the same 
sound as wagon. 11 You may wish to do the first one with the children. 
The following sentences .may be on the board or duplicated. 
1. We will go out in the yard very soon. 
2. Yes, I wish to talk to your mother. 
3. Did you see the yellow van? 
4. The vine is very big. 
5. The ball is yellow and violet. 
6. Dick yelled to Jack, "I wish I were going, II 
7. Bill wished for a yo-yo. 
8. Would you like to·go for a walk with me? 
9. Father went to work. 
10. Did you visit your· grandmother yesterday? 
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Beginning Blend -- bl 
Words to be practiced: 
blew blind bled blast 
blank blame blouse blow 
''We have learned what the sound of bl i.s. Today we are going to 
see if we can make some new words using the sound of these two letters." 
As the children give you the new .words print them on 'the board. Be 
sure all the words have meaning for the· children. 
1. Change the c in came to bl, and your new word is blame. 
2. Change the th in thank to bl, and your new word is blank. 
---
3. Change the f·. in fast to bl, and your new word is blast. 
4. Change the 
.E in red to bl, and your new word is bled. 
5. Change the n in new to bl, and your new word is blew. 
6. Change the f in find to bl, and your new word is blind. 
---
7. Change the h in house to bl, and your new word is blouse. 
--,-
8. Change the kn in kn:ow to b1, and your new word is blow. 
The sentences can be put on the board or duplicated. If dupli-
cated, the words can be at the top of the paper. The words will be 
on the board. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words." When the children have finished, they read the completed 
sentences to the teacher. 
1. The wind hard. (blew) 
2. That little boy is (blind) 
3. · .when you cut your hand it (bled) 
4. The jet will off. (blast) 
5. You will fill in the (blank) 
6. Who is to ? (blame) 
7. She has a pretty (blouse) 
8. The wind will the kites. (blow) 
, 
'-' 
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Beginning .Blend -- sh 
Words to be practiced: 
ship shot shack shook shed shake 
shine sheep shout shut shell shark 
"We have learned what the sound of sh is. Todaywe are gping to 
see if we can make some new words using the sound of these two letters." 
As the children give you the new words print them on the board. Be 
sure all the words have meaning for the children. 
1. Change the t in tip .to sh, and your new word ·i.s ship. 
.2. Change the 
.!! in not to sh, and your new word is shot. 
3. Change the 1. ·in Jack to sh, and your new word is shack. 
4. Change the 1 in look to sh, and your new word is shook. 
5. Change the b in bed to sh, and your new word is shed. 
6. Change the t in take to sh, and your new· word is shake. 
7. Change the 
.!! in nine to sh, and your new word is shine. 
8. Change the g in sleep to sh, and your new word is sheep. 
9. Change the b in but to sh, and your new word i-s shut. 
10. Change the !!. in well to sh, and your new word is shell. 
ll. Change .the d in dark to sh, and your new word is shark. 
12. Add sh to out and your new word is shout. 
The sentences can be put on the board or duplicated. If dupli-
cated, the words can be at the top of the paper. The words will be 
on the board. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words." When the children have finished, they read the completed 
sentences· to the teacher. 
1. A big boat is a (ship) 
2. We find at the beach. (shells) 
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3. Please the door. (shut) 
4. A big fish i.s a (shark) 
5. Look at that old (shack) 
6. A boy can (shout) 
7. Where are the -white ? (sheep) 
8. The sun will today. (shine) 
9. Did you hear a ? (shot) 
10. I will the mop. (shake) 
ll. He the tree to make the apples fall. (shook) 
12. Father is in the (shed) 
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Beginning B.lend -- st 
'We have learned what the sound of st is. Today we are going to 
see if we can make some new· words using the sound of the·se ·two letters." 
As ·the children g·ive you the n·ew·.words, print them on the board. Be 
sure all words have meaning for the- chi:1dren. 
l. Take the word all, add st, and your ·new···word is stall. 
2. Change the .E1 in E.ill to g, and your new· word is stay. 
3. Take the word and, add g, and your new word is stand. 
4. Change the h in hop to g, and your new· word is stop. 
5. Change the g in sleep to g, and your new word is steep. 
6. Change the£ in new to~' and your new word is stew. 
7. Change the thin~ to~' and your new word is stem. 
8. Change the i in jump to ~. and your new word is stump. 
9. Change the ~ in sing to ~. and your new· word is sting. 
10. Change the ~ in will to g, and your new word is still. 
---
ll. Change the c in car to g, and your new word is star. 
12. Change the m· in make to g, and your new word is stake. 
---
13. Change the b in back to st, and your new word is stack. 
14. Change the 
.E in run to g, and your new word is stun. 
15. Change the 
.E in pair to g, and your new word is stair. 
---
The sentences can be put on the board or duplicated. If dupli-
cated, the words can be at the top of the paper. The words will be 
on the board. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. 11 )"hen the children have finished, they read the completed 
sentences· to the teacher. 
1. I can see a very bright (star) 
2. Will you at my house? (stay) 
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3. The hill was (steep) 
4. we had to eat. (stew) 
5. The horse was i:n his (stall) 
6 0 A bee can (sting) 
7 .. The red light will make a car (stop) 
8. Please sit (still) 
9 0 The flower is on a (stem) 
10. Come and near the house. (stand) 
ll. Have you ever seen a ? (stump) 
12. Please do not run up the (stairs) 
13 0 Put the book on top of the (stacks) 
14. He hit the into- the ground. (stake) 
15. If he hits you on. the head, ··it will you. (stun) 
u 
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Beginning Blend -- th 
Words to be practiced: 
thin that thump thing thick thunder 
think those then than thirst thank 
'~e have learned what the sound of th is. Today we are going to 
see if we can make some new words -using the sound of these two letters." 
As the children give y.ou the new ·words, print them on the board. Be 
sure all the words have meaning f.or the children. 
1. Change· the i in ~ to th, and your new word is thump. 
2. Change the 
.E in ring to th, and your new word is thing. 
3. Change the _Q in Dick to th, and your· new word is thick. 
---
4. Change the _p_ in pink to th, and your new word is think. 
---
5. Change the ·n in nos·e to th, and ·your new word is those. 
6. Change the t ··in ten to th, and your new word is then. 
7. Change the 
.!!! in man to th, and your new·.word is than. 
8. Change the f in first to th, and your new word is thirst. 
9. Change the b in bank to th, and your new word is thank. 
---
10. Add th to under, and your new word is thunder. 
11. Add th to in and your new word is thin. 
12. Add th to at and your new word is that. 
The sentences .can be put on the board or duplicated. If dupli-
cated, . the words can be at the top of the paper. The words will be 
on the board. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words." When the children have finished, they read the completed 
sentences to the teacher. 
1. That is a book. (thick) 
2. What do you about it? (think) 
3. He will you for the cake. 
4. What is that red on the floor? 
5. We will go to sc·hool, ________ we can play. 
last night? 6. Did you hear it 
? 7. What was that -------~-
8. Which of 
9. She is a 
10. Where did you put 
do you want? 
little girl. 
------ ball? 
(thank) 
(thing) 
(then) 
(thunder) 
(thump) 
(those) 
(thin) 
(.that) 
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Beginning Blend -- wh 
Words to be practiced: 
why white whip whirl whine 
wheat which whi:st1e who whack 
'~e have learned what the sound of wh is. Today we are going to 
see if we can make some new words using the sound of these two letters." 
As the children give you the new words, print them on the board. Be 
sure all the words have meaning for the children. 
1. Change the~ in~ to wh, and your new word is why. 
2. Change the k in kite to wh, and your new ·word is white. 
3. Change the t in tip to wh, and your new word is whip. 
4. Change the _g_ in girl to wh, and your new word is whirl. 
5. Change then in nine to wh, and your new word is-whine. 
6. Change the _E in rich to wh, and your new word is which" 
7. Change the thin thistle to wh, and your new word is whistle. 
8. Change the din do to wh, and your new word is who. 
9. Change the bl in black to -wh, and your new word is whack. 
10. Add wh to eat, and your new word is wheat. 
The sentences can be put on the board or duplicated. If dupli-
cated, the words can be at the top of the paper. The words will be 
on the board. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words." }'lhen the children have finished, they read the completed 
sentences to the teacher. 
1. You may around the room. (whirl) 
2. The man will use a 
----------on the horse. (whip) 
3. We went to see the -------------- growing. (wheat) 
4. 
----------- did you do it? (Why) 
5. A dog .will when he is sad. 
6. A boy can a tune. 
7. did you see at the show? 
8. He gave him a on his back. 
9. 
------------ one do you .want? 
10. Snow is 
(whine) 
(whistle) 
(Whom) 
(.whack) 
(Which) 
(white) 
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·Final Sound of d 
Words to be practiced: 
bed sad hid lid 
pad had bad lad 
"Today we are going to play a game with letters and sounds. You 
know the letter .£, and the sound it usually has, We will see if we 
can use that letter and its sound to find out some new words." Print 
let on the board. 'What is this word? Let's take away the!. and put 
d in its place. What is this word? Has anyone ever led you anywhere?" 
Be sure that all children know the meaning of all the words. Write 
the words on the board as you change the letters. 
1. We have---the word bet; change-!. to .£, and the- word is -bed, 
2, We have--t-he word but; change !_ to .£, and the word is bud. 
3. We have- the· word his; change-~ t-o .£, and the--word is hid, 
4. We have- -the-word not; change-!_ t-o.£, and the word is nod, 
5. We have- the word lit; change !. to .£, and the word is lid, 
6. We have- the- word pat; change- !_ to .£, and the word is pad. 
7. We have- the word sat; change t-- to.£, and the word is sad. 
8. We have the word bat; change t to .£, and the word i-s bad. 
9. We have the word lap; change£ to_£, and the word is lad. 
These sentences may be duplicated or put on the board. The 
words may be at the top of the paper-or may be read from the board. 
"You will read the sentences and choose the right word to fill in 
the missing word. Remember the word must make good sense." 
1. We sleep in a _____ _ (bed) 
2. When we cry we are _____ _ (sad) 
3. He behind the door. (hid) 
4. A cover is a :_· ------- (lid) 
--~ 
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5. Whe.re. did you put the. of pape.r? (pad) 
6. ·The. clown can his he.ad. (nod) 
7. He. is a boy. (bad) 
~ 
8. A boy can be. a (lad) 
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Final Sound of i 
"Today ·we-will play a game-with--words that errd -wi·th f. I'm 
going to tell you s-omething ab-out a ·word that ·ends with f. You will 
give me the .an·swer. Remember the word must end with f like leaf, 
chief, ro·of." 
l. What is a baby cow called? 
2. When someone has no hearing, he- is 
3. When something is in·two equal pa-rts, it is in 
4. What do. we call the head of an Indian t-ribe? 
5. What fell from the t-ree? 
6. What did Little Red Riding Hood meet on the way to 
Grandmother's? 
7. What do we call the top of a house? 
8. We buy bread by the ___ _ 
9. A kind of meat from the· cow. 
10. What do we call the foot of a horse? 
"Now I'm going to say some words that end with f. 
after me. II 
(calf) 
(deaf) 
(half) 
(cMef) 
(leaf) 
(wolf) 
(roof) 
(loaf) 
(beef) 
(hoof) 
You say them 
off calf myself loaf wolf shelf if 
deaf hoof beef chief golf 
leaf roof stiff 
"Let's play a game. Everyone stand up. 
words. You clap your hands when I say a word 
f. Sit down if you make a mistake." 
hoof calf chief 
cow stiff leaf golf 
self half 
I'm going to say some 
that does not end with 
self 
half 
brief school off loaf deaf 
wolf roof myself oh bluff 
puff shelf fish self off 
"Now I'll say some words and you tell me the last letter of 
each word." 
roof deaf if beef self chief golf off 
brief hoof calf stiff leaf half shelf puff 
'~hat did all these words end with? (i) Yes, all the words 
ended with f. 
"Can you think of a word that ends with f?" 
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Final Sound of g 
Words to be practiced; 
leg tag dog big 
dig flag pig bug 
"Today we are going to play a game with letters and sounds. You 
know the letter g, and the sound it usually has. We will see ·if we 
can use t·hat letter and its sound to find out some riew words. 11 Print 
let on the board. "What is this word? Let's take away the !_ and put 
g in·its place, What is this word? D.o you have a leg?" Be sure that 
all the children know the meaning of the new words. Write the words 
on the boar-d as you change the letters. 
1. We have the word let; change t· to g, and the word is ~· 
2. We have the ·word tat; change t tn g, and the word is ~· 
3. We have the-cword dot; change t to g, and the word is dog. 
4. We have the word bit; change t to _g, and the word is big. 
5. We have the·word dip; change E tog, and the word is dig. 
6. We have the word pin; change Q to g, and the word is .Pi_g_. 
7. We have the -word flat; change !_ to g, and the word is flag. 
8. We have the word but; change!_ tog, and the word is bug. 
These sentences can be duplicated or can be put on the board. 
If duplicated, the words can be at the top of the paper or they may 
be taken from the board. ·-'-'You will read the sentences and choose the 
right word to fill in the missing words. Remember the word you choose 
:must make good sense." 
l. The boys were playing (tag) 
2. The dog has one black (leg) 
3. See the fat (pig) 
4. My pet is a (dog) 
5. The little was red. (bug) 
6. She will in the sand. (dig) 
7. It is a school. (big) 
_, \ 
v 
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Final Sound of r 
Words to be pract·iced: 
jar fur for far car 
fir near or ' tar your 
"Today·we are going to play a game·with letters and sounds, ·You 
know the letter !.• and the sound i:t· usually has. We -will see· if we 
can use that letter and its sound to·ftnd out some new words." Print 
can on the board. ''What is this word? Let's take away the n, and 
put r in its place, What is this word?" Be sure that all children 
kno~the meaning of all the words. Write the words on the board as 
you change the letters. 
1. we have the word~; change g t·o !.• and the word is ~· 
2. ·we have the·-word jam; change .!!! to !.• and the word is jar, 
3. We have the·word fit· __ , change t to !.• and the word is fir, 
4·. We have the word fun· _, cha.nge 
.!! to !.• and the word is fur, 
5, we have the ·word .!!!!1i change ;!: to !. 1 and the word is near, 
6, We have the·word ~~ change~ to !.• and the word is ill· 
7. We have the·word on; change n to !• and the-word h .2!· 
8. We have the-word JAn; change n to !.• and the·word is J!!. 
9. We have the word l!Bl change .n to !.• and the word is lli· 
10. Take the word you and add !.• and the·word"is your, 
These sentences can be duplicated or put on the board, The 
words can be at the .top of the paper or can be read from the board. 
"You will read the sentences and choose the right word to fill in 
the missing word, Remember the word must make good sense," 
1. we buy jalll in a 
2. Some· animals give us --~-,---
3. is black. 
(jar) 
(fur) 
(Tar) 
------- ----------------
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4. We went for a ride tna (car) 
5. He will do it you. (for) 
6. It is a tall tree. (fir) 
7. It can be blue brown. (or) 
8. How did you go? (far) 
9. Where is hat? (your) 
10. Her house is mine. (near) 
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Final Consonants 
Letters to be practiced: 
d f g k 1 m 
n p· r s t y 
''Today you are going to listen to the end of the word I say and 
find a word that ends with the same sound. Put the number I tell you 
under the word you find. We will do the first one together." After 
all have been completed, the teacher will repeat the exercises and 
the children will read the answers. 
1. bag bat bar ball 
Put 1 under the·word that ends like let. 
Put 2 under the-word that ends like car. 
Put 3 under the ·word that -ends like- dog. 
2. bad took gun pet 
Put 1 under the word that ends like man. 
Put 2 under the ·-word that ends like red. 
Put 3 under the word that ends like tent. 
3. bus kick pup can 
Put 1 under the word that ends like cap. 
Put 2 under the word that ends like tank. 
Put 3 under the word that ends like ~· 
4. school room dress bump 
.Put 1 under the word that ends like guess. 
Put 2 under the word that ends like ham. 
Put 3 under the word that ends like girl. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
egg roof 
Put 1 under the word 
Put 2 under the word 
Put 3 under the word 
bunny coat 
Put 1 under the -word 
Put 2 under the word 
Put 3 under the word 
other hop 
Put 1 under .the word 
Put 2 under the word 
Put 3 under the word 
Jack sun 
Put 1 under the word 
Put 2 under the word 
Put 3 under the word 
Put l undar ~. 
Put 2 undor oAllins. 
Put 3 und@r oAllod, 
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mail drum 
that ends li.ke cool. 
that ends li.ke :Eig. 
that ends like deaf. 
bird· fall 
that ends like sat. 
that ends like baby. 
that ends like hard. 
arm doll 
that ends like him. 
that ends like helper. 
that ends like clap. 
any us 
that ends like lady. 
that ends like oak. 
that ends like button. 
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Adding .§.: ed, and ing to words 
"Today we are going to play a game using·.§_, ed, and ing on the 
end of words. I am go"ing to say a word to you and you will put 1 
under that word. Then I ·will say another word to you and you will 
put 2 under that word. This time you will put 3 under the word I 
say to you." After the children have finished, have them read the 
words and t-ell the number that t-hey put- under the word. 
1. play plays 
Put 1 under played. 
Put 2 under plays. 
Put 3 -under playing. 
2. walk walking 
Put 1 under walks. 
Put 2 under walked. 
Put 3 under walking. 
3, jumped jumps 
Put 1 under jumped. 
Put 2 under jumping, 
Put 3 under ~· 
4, looks looked 
Put 1 under looking. 
Put 2 under looks, 
Put 3 under looked, 
5, calling call 
Put l undor ~. 
Put 2 und;r cAllins. 
Put 3 undQr cAllod. 
played playing 
walked walks 
jump jumping 
looking look 
calls called 
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6. helpi.ng helped helps help 
Put l under helped. 
Put 2 under helpi.ng. 
Put 3 under helps. 
7. work -works -worked worki.ng 
Put l under works. 
Put 2 under working. 
Put 3 under worked. 
8. wanted want wanting wants 
Put l under wanting. 
Put 2 under--wanted. 
Put 3 under wants. 
9. paints ·painting paint painted 
Put l under paints. 
Put 2 under painted. 
Put 3 under painting. 
10. laughing laughed laughs laugh 
Put l under laughs. 
Put 2 under laughed. 
Put 3 under laughing. 
ll. thank thanks thanked thanking 
Put l under thanking. 
Put 2 under thanks. 
Put 3 under thanked. 
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12. backed back backing backs 
Put l under backing. 
Put 2 under backs .. 
---
Put 3 under backed. 
Phonogram -- ack 
Words to be practi-ced: 
Jack black back rack 
tack sack track pack 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print black on the 
board. ''What is this -word? Now we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to give 
meaning for the new words. Write the new words on the board after 
giving the clue sentence. 
1. A boy's name. (Jack) 
2. What we use to put papers up with. (tack) 
3. Another name for a bag. (sack) 
4. What a train runs on. (track) 
5. The opposi.te of front. (back) 
6. What mother d1:ies clothes on. (rack) 
7. What do you do when you go on a trip. (pack) 
"Let us play a game with these words -on the board." Have one 
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child go to the board and frame the word that the teacher says. Chil-
dren in seats read the word after the child has framed it. 
1. When we used ,t_, it was tack. 
2. When we used _£, it was back. 
3. When we used :[, it was Jack. 
4. When we used .tr, it was track. 
5. When we used .E_, it was rack. 
6. When we- used ~· it was sack. 
7. When we used 
.E.> it was pack. 
"I am going to read you some sentences. 
with words that rhyme with bJ.ack." Have one 
frame i·t as the class says the: rhyming word. 
1. Where are the tacks? 
Did you put them (back)? 
2. His name was Jack. 
His shoes were (black). 
3. Santa put the toys into his pack. 
And then he put it on his (back). 
4. The train went over the track. 
My suitcase fell off the (rack). 
5. The man put the things in the sack. 
And then he gave them to (Jack). 
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Finish these sentences 
ch~ld find the word and 
The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense." When the children have finished, they 
read the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. Janet, come here. 
Jack back tack 
2. The cat is very 
back black sack 
3. Will you call to come ·here. 
tack sack Jack 
4. Bring me the 
sack back black 
5. A train runs on a 
tack black track 
6 0 Please, put it on the 
track rack sack 
7 0 Will you the bag? 
back black pack 
8. May I go and get my ball? 
Jack back sack 
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9. Put the cans in that ------
sack tack back 
10. Where did you put a ----~-'--? 
back black tack 
"'-../ 
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''Whi:ch words sound like back in the following sentences?" 
l. I have a sack on my back. 
2. Mack stepped on a tack. 
"Can anyone give me the new·words that sounded like back?" 
3. The boy had a black pack. 
4. Jack put his coat on the rack. 
"Let's see how many of these words you can remember. I will 
write them on the board as you say them." Underline the words that 
sound like back. 
' 
' 
snake black shack Jake 
back lake cake Mack 
tack bake pack rack 
rake track Jack sack 
"Read this story and underline the· words that sound like-· back. 11 
Jack and Mack saw a black snake cross the track onto a tack, 
roll on its back, crawl onto a sack on a rack, beside a pack inside 
the shack. 
--· -- -- --~---~---'--------
Phonogram -- ake 
words to be practiced: 
make lake cake bake wake brakes 
flakes rake take shake snake awake 
''Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a ·word on the bom;d that you all know. 11 Print make on the 
board. "What is this word? Nuw we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to give 
meaning for the new words. Write the new words on the board after 
giving the clue sentence. 
1. Something Mother makes for your birthday. (cake) 
2. Where you go swinnning sometimes. (lake) 
3. Father uses this to clean the lawn. (rake) 
4. What is the first thing you do in the morning? (wake) 
5. How Mother cooks a pie. (bake) 
6. Something Father stops the car with. (brake) 
7. Something that crawls on the ground. (snake) 
8. What Mother does to a mop. (shake) 
9. What we saw out the window when it was snowing. (flakes) 
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"Let us play a game with these words on the board." Have on<O 
child go to the board and frame the word that the teacher says. Chil-
dren in seats read the word after the child has framed it. 
1. When we used :£, it was cake. 
2. When we used Y!_, it was wake. 
3. When ·we used 
.§.!!' it was snake. 
4. When·we used _1, it was lake. 
5. When we used .E_, it was rake. 
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6. When we used fl, it was flake. 
7. When'we use-d £, it was bake. 
8. When we used sh, it was shake. 
9. When·we used br, it was brake. 
' 
"I am going to read you some sentences. Finish these sentences 
with words that rhyme with make. 11 Have one child find the word and 
frame it as the class says the rhyming word. 
l. When Mother said, "She was going to bake. 11 
I told her to make me a (cake) . 
2. What do you think we will take? 
When-we picnic at the (lake). 
3. There were so many snowflakes 
Father didn't have any leaves to (rake). 
4. Mother had to give me a shake. 
For me to come (awake) . 
5. When Father saw the snake. 
He had to use the (brakes). 
The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentenc-es and fill in the missing 
word. The words you will use are on the board." If duplicated, the-
words can be at the top of the page. When the children have finished, 
they read the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects them. 
l. Mother will make me a birthday (cake) 
2. The boy can the grass. (rake) 
3. My Mother will a pie for you. (bake) 
4. You may the mat. (shake) 
5. this book to your Mother. (Take) 
6. We will go to the soon. (lake) 
7. Come and see the snow (flakes) 
8. Is that long thing a _____ ? 
9. Mother said, "----- up. 11 
10. To stop a car, use ______ _ 
(snake) 
(Wake) 
(brakes) 
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Phonogram -- ake 
cake lake 
snake bake 
make rake 
"Let's look at the word underlined. We can read take. Let 1 s 
read it together. 
"By changing the first letter of take, I have made many words. 
Let's see if you can read them. 11 
1. What tool does a farmer sometimes use? (rake) 
2. A place to go swimming. (lake) 
3. What can you do to potatoes? (bake) 
4. What do we sometimes have for dessert? (cake) 
5. Something that crawls through the grass. (snake) 
6. What does Mother have to do before she can bake a cake? (make) 
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"Let's read these sentences with many words that sound like take. 
1. The snake went over the rake. 
2. Water will make a lake. 
3. Most big girls can bake a~· 
4. Grandfather can make a rake. 
5. The snake went into the~· 
J 
Phonogram -- all 
Words to be practiced: 
ball call fall tall 
wall stall small all 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print ball on the 
board. ''What is this word? N GJW we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to give 
meaning for the new words. Write the new word on the board after 
giving the clue sentence. 
l. What Mother does when she -wants you. (call) 
2. What Humpty Dumpty sat on. (wall) 
3. What skyscrapers are. (tall) 
4. Where you put the hors·e in the barn. (stall) 
5. What babies are. (small) 
6. The time when you start school. (fall) 
7. Where you wait before you come into the room. (hall) 
8. A word that means the same as everyone. (all) 
"Let us play a game with these words on the board." Have one 
child go to the board and frame the word that the teacher says. 
Children in seats read the word after the child has framed it. 
l. When we used £:_, it was call. 
2. When we used !_, it was tall. 
3. When we used J:!, it was hall. 
4. When ·we us~d ~' it was wall. 
5. .when we used sm, it was small. 
6. When we used .f, it was fall. 
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7. When we used st, it was stall. 
B. When you see all, it says all. 
"I am going to read you some sentences. Finish these sentences 
with words that rhyme ·with ball. 11 Have one child find the word and 
frame it as class says the rhyming word. 
1. Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall. 
Humpty Dumpty had a great· fall. 
2. Men and women are (tall). 
Babies are (small). 
3. Trees grow very (tall). 
The leaves come down in the (fall). 
4. The boys were playing (ball). 
Until they heard Mother (call). 
5. The Christmas tree looked very (tall). 
As we saw it standing in the (hall). 
6. The horse is very (tall). 
When he stands in his (stall). 
The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
word. The words you will use are on the board." If duplicated, the 
words can be at the top of the page. When the children have finished, 
they read the completed sentences to the teacher, as she corrects them. 
1. Jack heard Mother (call) 
2. Baby plays (ball) 
3. The clock is on the (wall) 
4. Apples to the ground. (fall) 
5. Daddy was in the (hall) 
6. the children ran away. (All) 
7. A mouse is (small) 
8. Father is (tall) 
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9. A horse is in the 
------
(stall) 
10. Do not let the dish 
------
(fall) 
For further practice select a child to read the rhyming words 
from the board. Have class repeat each word after the pupil-teacher. 
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Phonogram -- all 
''Who knows why we· use· ·a ·Jrey·-i:n ·a ·door? (To lock or unlock it.) 
Today we· are· ·going· to· -use t·he-word ·ball as a key to -unl·odcmany new 
-words. We sha11 do· this by·-putt·±ng .. ·ot·her letters in the place of £. 
"Let's see how many words you can give me. (Teacher writes the 
words on steps.) Words such as the following might be g_iven. 
ball 
fall wall 
call stall 
tall 
''Who can go up the steps by naming the words? 
''Who can go down the steps by naming the other words? 
"Now let 1 s see if we can g:o up· and down the steps together. 
"Draw a line from the word ball in the middle to all the words 
that sound like ball. 
h~U I 4gU §~t tl~U g~U !!t~U 
b~U 'g~'Ll, Rll.U 
Jll.Gk Gl.!ot f~U t<!:U Wll.U W\II 
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Write the -word came 
is it? Now watch. If I 
.what will the word be? 11 
on the board. ''We all know this word. What 
take the c away from came and put a ! there, 
(tame) 
"Now ·we have made the new word tame. Let 1 s go on and see what 
other new words we can make. This time let's use the letter l. What 
will this word be? 11 (lame) 
"This time you will have to be careful because I am going to 
write two letters in place of l. What will the word be if· we use the 
letters fr? 11 (frame) 
"Let 1 s use the letter _g_ in place of fr. What is this word? 11 (game) 
"If we take away the g and use the letter ~· what will the word 
be?" (same) 
"Under the word ~' which we knew, I am going to put all of 
our new words in boxes on the board. As I name a word, let's see 
who can put a cross in the box under the right word." 
Came 
game lame tame frame same 
The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words beside the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense." When the children have finished, they read 
the completed sentenceB to the teacher, as she corrects them. 
l. We went to the tame game same 
2. Tike is lame frame game 
3. The pony is frame game tame 
4. we will make a same frame lame 
5. Oranges and apples are not 
the same game tame 
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Phonogram.-- an 
Words to be practiced: 
can man ran pan an 
fan tan van ·Dan 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print can on the board. 
"What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by changing 
the first letter." Read the following sentences to give meaning for 
the new words. Write the new word on the board after giving the clue 
sentence. 
1. What can people use on a hot day? (fan) 
2. What Mother puts on the stove. (pan) 
3. Another name for a big truck. (van) 
4. What Father is. (man) 
5. The name of a boy. (Dan) 
6. Another name for light brown. (tan) 
7. This word means the same as one. (an) 
"Let us play a game with these words on the board. II Have .one 
child go to the board and frame the word that the teacher says. Chil-
dren in seats read the word after the child has framed it. 
1. When we used Q, it was pan. 
2. When we used _!!!, it was man. 
3. When we used 
.!> it was ran. 
4. When we used _!, it was fan. 
5. When we used Q, it was Dan. 
6. When we used y, it was van. 
7. When you used .!:_, it was tan . 
8. When you see ~, it says an. 
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"I am going to read you some sentences. Finish these sentences 
with words that rhyme with ~· 11 Have one child find the word and 
frame it as class says the rhy~ing word. 
l. See the moving man. 
Put the furniture in the (van) . 
2. She sat in the sun to get a tan. 
It grew so hot she .used her (fan) . 
3. Mother opened a can. 
Then she put s.oup in a (pan). 
4. The little dog ran. 
To meet the (man). 
5 . He is a man. 
And his name is (Dan). 
The sentences can be put on the board or teacher may duplicate 
them. "You are to read the sentences and fill· in the missing words. 
Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember it must 
make good sense." When the children have finished, they read the 
completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects'the paper. 
l. Who is that with Dick? 
pan man can 
2. What is in that ? 
man pan fan 
3. The will get a box for you. 
pan fari man 
4. Look at the and white dog. 
tan fan ran 
5. Get me a of milk. 
ran man can 
6. On a hot day you use a .. 
can fan man 
7 .. The dog-------- after the kitten. 
ran man can 
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Write the word~ on the board. ''How many remember our old 
friend can? Let's see how many times we can change the first letter 
to make a new word. " 
fan tan ran pan man bran van 
1. When we used _i, it was fan. 
2. When we used y, it was van. 
3. When we used .E_, it was ran. 
4. When we used· f, it was tan. 
5. When we used .E_, it was pan. 
6. When we used _!!!, it was man. 
7. Whet) we used br, it was bran. 
"Some of the words in this story are missing. Fill in the 
blanks with words that rhyme with ~. 
fan ran bran tan man pan van 
One day Tom ate for breakfast. It was a hot day, and 
he,------- the Later he saw a with a deep ----,....--
drive a over a 
. ' 
.. 
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Phonogram and 
Words to be practiced: 
and band hand land stand sand grand brand 
''Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a -word on the board that you all know." Print and on the board. 
"What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by changing 
the first letter." Read the following sentences to the children. As 
the children give you the new words, wr·ite them on the board. 
l. When you put£ in front of and, your 
2. When you take away the .h from band, 
And then put in _h, you have·· hand. 
3. When you take away the h from hand, 
And then put in .l, you have land. 
4. When you take away the .l from land, 
And then put in ~' you have stand. 
5. When you take away the~ from stand, 
And then put in ~' you have sand. 
6. When you take away ~ from sand, 
And then put in~' you have grand. 
7. When you take away the~ from grand, 
And then put in br, you have brand, 
new word is band. 
Place the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
l. Please hand me my book. 
2. The airplane is going to land. Let's go meet it. 
3. See the band go down the street. 
4. The baby likes to play in the sand. 
5. Stand up when your name is called. 
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6. The family had a grand time~hile they were away: 
7. What brand did the man put on the cow? 
The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words under the sentences. Remember 
it must make good sense. 11 When the children have finished, they read 
the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. The baby said, ''May I have a box? 11 
--~------~----band grand sand 
2. The family went to see the ---::---:----:-----:----:---:- play. 
land band hand 
3. ·Mother said, up tall·, Bill.'' 
sand brand stand 
4. We all had a-----:---~--~--------:- time at the birthday party. 
grand brand stand 
5. Let's go to see the airplane 
--------------------~---land band hand 
6. What is on the .cow? 
sand gi:and brand 
7 0 When Jack fell down he hurt his 
hand land band 
Write· the word and on the board. "You all know .the word and. 
Today, instead of changing the first letter of the word, let's add a 
letter to the word and. 
"Who can make a new word? As you give me a new word, I will 
write it on the board." 
and land sand band hand stand 
i. Put l under what we find at the beach. (sand) 
2 0 Put 2 under what we do when the flag goes by. (stand) 
3. Put 3 under the word that tells the musical group 
children like to play in. (band) 
4. Put 4 under the one we have five fi~gers on. (hand) 
The children are required to give the words corresponding to 
given numbers. 
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Example: What word goes with number 1? (sand) 
11 I 1m going to read you some riddles and you give me the answers. 
Remember the answers will all rJ:tyme with and. 
Rhyming riddles: 
I rhyme with and 
I'm found on the beach. 
L rhyme with sand 
I'm part of your arm. 
I rhyme with hand 
On my feet I 
I rhyme with stand 
I live on the 
Boston Univers-ity 
School of Education 
_Library: 
(sand) 
(hand) 
(stand). 
(land). 
• 
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Write the word far on the board. The following material is pre-
sented on a peg board: 
A toy car 
A small jar 
A small star 
A small steel bar 
A small piece of tar 
"Who can give me the word on the board? (far) 
"The names of the things on the peg board all sound like far. 
What are they? 
"When the spinner stops on a word, see if you can all give the 
word together." 
• 
Phonogram -- at 
Words to be practiced: 
that cat hat bat fat 
mat rat sat pat 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print that on the 
board. '~hat is this word? Now we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to the 
children and as the children give you the new words, write them on 
the board. 
l. When you take away the th from that, 
And then put in .!?_, you have· bat·. 
2. When you take away the.!?_ from bat, 
And then put in m, you have mat. 
3. When you take away the~ from mat, 
And then put inc, you have·cat. 
4. When you take away the£ from cat, 
And then put in r, you have·rat. 
5. When you take away the~ from rat, 
And then put in .Q, you have hat. 
6. When you take away the .Q from hat, 
And then put in~· you have sat. 
7. When you take away the s from sat, 
And then put in E• you have pat. 
8. When you take away theE from pat, 
And then put in£, you have fat. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
1. Bill can bat the ball . 
2. The~ is fat. 
-
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3. Show us your hat. 
4. A dog sleeps on a~-
5. A rat likes to run. 
6. She sat on a chair. 
'7. Did you~ the kitten? 
The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the threewords under the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense." When the children have finished, they read 
the completed sentences to· the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. Here is milk for a --------------
hat that cat 
2. May I ----------- your dog? 
fat pat that 
3. She got a new-----~-------­
at fat hat 
4. Milk will make you---------------
fat hat cat 
5 ... Jack hit the ball with a--------------
sat mat bat 
6. A baby in his chair. 
fat sat mat 
7. The cat ran after the 
rat mat fat 
8. The kitten sits on a 
sat fat mat 
9. Jack has a funny 
mat rat hat 
10. The pig is 
bat fat hat 
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Writ·e the·-word sat on the board. "From the word sat, I am going 
to write many words by changing the s to a different letter." Write 
these words on· the board as you say them. 
mat hat cat rat bat fat pat 
1. Give me the word that means a pet. As you name the word, circle it. 
2. A small rug. 
3. Something a cat likes. 
4. Something we wear on our head. 
5. Something we play a game with. 
6. Something you do to a snowball to make it nice and round. 
7. We think of a pig as being. 
This exercise may be on the board or duplicated. "Circles ~ 
if it makes sense. Circle no if it does .not make sense. 
1. You can play ball with a bat. yes no 
2. A cat has only two feet. yes no 
3. A rat can make a hole. yes no 
4. A pig is fat. yes no 
5. A bunny wears a hat. yes no 
6. I can pat the sky. yes no 
7. A small rug is a mat. yes no 
·, 
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Write the word gate on the board. "Today we are going to play 
a game with words that sound like gate. See how many words you can 
tell me that sound like gate. As you name them, I will write them 
on the board." 
slate hate late date 
"Let's say all these new words together." 
What Word Am I? 
l. I am never on time because I am always-------
2. I am a little girl, and my name is 
3. When you play school at home, you sometimes use a 
4. I am small, brown, and good to eat. I am a 
5. Sometimes when people do not like something, they say 
they it. 
Have the children circle the correct word. 
slate 
l. A small blackboard is a 
hate 
late 
2. I was for school today. 
date 
Kate 
3. I to get up in the morning. 
hate 
Kate 
4. My name is 
slate 
late 
5. I like to eat a 
date 
Kate 
(late) 
(Kate) 
(slate) 
(date) 
(hate) 
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Words to be practiced: 
play way pay hay lay 
stay day say may tray 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know. 11 Print ~ on the 
board. "What is this .word? Now we are going to make new .words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to the 
children and as the children give you the new words, write them on 
the board. 
1. When you take away the cl from~' 
And then you put in~' you· have day. 
2. When you take away the d from day, 
And then you put in ;B_, you have· way. 
3. When you take away the !!_ from way, 
And then you put in E.> you have·~. 
4. When you take away the 
.E. from~' 
And then you put in}!, you have hay. 
5. When you take away t:he h from hay, 
And then you put in J., you have~· 
6. When you take away the .1. from ill, 
And then you put in 1Q., you have may. 
7. When you take away the .!!! from may, 
And then put in 2!_, you have stay. 
8. When you take away the st from stay, 
And then you put in _§_, you have 2i!Y. 
9. When you take away the.§. from~' 
And then you put in tr., you have tray. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
l. Jack will find the way home. 
2. This ~s a sunny day. 
3. Did Daddy get his .E.eY? 
4. A hen can~ eggs. 
5. What did Mother ~ to you? 
6 . Come to me with the tray. 
7. Will you stay home with me? 
8. The cows and horses eat hay. 
9. May I go with the boys and girls? 
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The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "you are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember 
it must mal,<e good sense." When the children have finished, they read 
the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. What will you go to school? 
may way hay 
say way day 
2. I will come t·hat -------------o--
3. What did Daddy ? 
way say day 
4. Will you there? 
stay way may 
5. Who will eat the--:------------? 
hay pay tray 
6. Put the dish on the--------------
play tray stay 
7. What did he ~~--------­
day 
for the dog? 
say pay 
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8. Did you i.t on the bed? 
lay hay say 
9. I go -with you? 
lay May -pay 
10. Where did you it was? 
stay say way 
Write the word day on the board. 
day Fay hay gay way Kay say May 
"The first word says what? (day) If we change d to ]:_, w<; have 
Fay--a girl's name. 
If we change K to Q, we have what new word? (hay) This is a 
food for some animals. 
If we change !!: to :!:!' we have what new word? (May) This is the 
fifth month of the year, and hay begins to grow during this month. 
If "We change !! to _g, we have~· When we are happy, we are 
usually ~· 
If we change 
.& to K, we have Kay, another girl's name . 
If we change K to 2_, we have ~- When we speak, we~ something. 
If we change s· to '!!_, we have "way. When we go somewhere, we some-
times say -- we went our way or on our way. Like, on our way home from 
school. 
llO 
"I am going to read you some sentBnces. Finish these sentences 
with words that rhyme with day." Have one child find the word and 
frame it as the class- says the rhyming word. 
In the merry month of ______ __ (May). 
All the world is bright and (gay). 
Flowers grow as well as 
-------
(hay). 
In the merry month of 
--------
(May). 
In the merry month of ______ __ (May). 
We saw a little girl named _______ _ (Fay--or Kay). 
And we heard her softly (say). 
It's the merry month of (May). 
In the merry month of ______ __ (May). 
We saw another girl named (Kay--or Fay). 
And she slowly went her ______ __ (way). 
In the merry month of __________ __ (May). 
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Review Lesson 
The following pictures will be presented on the flannelboard: 
1. Picture of a wall 
2. Picture of a fan 
3. Picture of a cake 
4. Picture .of a (baseball) bat 
The children are required to give as many rhyming words as they 
can for each picture. As the words are given, the teachers writes 
them on the board. 
Rave pictures of articles that rhyme with the pictures on the 
Ilannelboard, such as 
a ball a man 
a hall a pan 
a person falling (for fall) a can 
a tall person (for tall) a mat 
a lake a cat 
a rake a rat 
a snake a hat 
The children are to place these under the appropriate pictures 
on the flannelboard. 
Review Lesson 
Words to be practiced: 
name ate make 
game plate rake 
same gate flakes 
came skate cake 
name date take 
11Let 1 s play a game with these words that you know. The words 
are name, ate, and make. Under the three words you will see some 
letters. You are to make the new words beginning with that letter 
and rhyme with that word. II 
name ate make 
1. g d r 
2. s g fl 
3. c pl c 
4. n sk t 
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11 Read the sentences and fill in the missing words. You will use 
the words that you made at the top of your paper. When you have 
finished·, we will read the sentences together. II 
1. A girl to see me. (came) 
2. What is your 1 (name) 
3. Today we will play a (game) 
4. The two cars are the color. (same) 
5. A dish is sometimes called a (plate) 
6. Can you on the ice? (skate) 
7. A is good to eat. (date) 
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8. Did you shut the ? (gate) 
9. I want you to the leaves. (rake) 
10. Mother -will something good to eat. (make) 
11. I will you to school. (take) 
12. We saw some of snow today. (flakes) 
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Review Lesson 
'~hen the spinner stops on a word part, see how many word~ you 
can make. Write the number of words you make beside your word part. 
lis 
Review Lesson 
Words to be practiced: 
band man hall back fat way 
say bad tall name save game 
These sentences are to be duplicated or they may be put on the 
board. "You are .to read the sentences and fill: in the missing words. 
Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember it must 
make good sense." When the children have finished, they read the 
completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects t~em. 
1. He will play in the 
and band hand 
2. The ------:-----''-----
fan 
came to see Daddy. 
can man 
3. He is in the .. 
-h-a~1~1---b~a~l~l~-~f~a~l~l--
4. Give it to me. 
tack sack back 
5. He has a -------------- dog. 
that fat cat 
6. Which ----------,---
hay 
will we go? 
way may 
7. What did she------::-------
play 
to you? 
say way 
8 . That is a -----,----:---:-----:--:-
sad bad had 
dog. 
9. Daddy is and Mother is little. 
call wall tall 
10. His is Bill. 
came lame name 
ll. They pennies in a bank. 
save gave cave 
12. He likes to play that 
game lame came 
'V 
I 
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Phonogram -- ed 
Words to be practiced; 
red bed Ted sled Fred fed led wed 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I'm going to 
write a "Word on the board that you all know . 11 Print red on the board. 
''What is this "Word? (red) Now we are goi.ng to make ll'ew-words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to give 
meaning for the new words. Write the new word on the board after 
giving the clue sentence. 
l. What do you sleep ·in? (bed) 
2. What you slide on over the snow. (sled) 
3. The names of two boys. (Ted 
4. What di.d Mpther do when she gave the fish their food? (fed) 
5. What were Mother and Father after they met? (wed) 
6. What do we call it when Tom·was first in the parade? (led) 
"Let's play a game ·with these words on the board. 11 Have one 
child go to the board and frame the word that the teacher says. 
Children in seats read the word after the child has framed it. 
l. When you take away the £ from red, 
And then put in 1_, you have Ted. 
2. When you take away the 1. from Ted, 
And then put in .£, you have bed. 
3. When you take away the .£ from bed, 
And then put in L you have fed. 
4. When you take away the i from fed, 
\ 
And then put ing, you have sled. 
5. When you take away the g from sled, 
. And then put in ~' you have· wed. 
6. When you take away the F. from wed, 
And then put in 1:., you have led. 
- Fred) 
-·-···---·-·-----------------------------------
7. When you take away the l from led, 
And then put in Fr, you have Fred. 
Have the children read the following paragraph: 
Ted and Fred wanted to go out and play in the s·now. Mother 
said, "Go out and play until the baby is fed." Each boy took his 
red sled and went down the hill. Soon Mother called Ted and Fred 
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for supper. They had fun coming up the hill with the new red s led·s 
to go home. 
Place the ladder on the board. 
T 
red 
"Let 1 s read the word at the bottom of the ladder. 11 (red) 
Let's climb the ladder with words that rhyme with red. 
"I am thinking of a boy's name that begins--with T. What is it? 
Remember we want words that rhyme with red. (Ted) 
"The next word means something we slide on. What is it? (sled) 
'~e gave the birds food this morning. So they have been what? 
(fed) 
"The next word means something we sleep on. What is it?" (bed) 
"Fill in the blanks with words that rhyme with red." 
1. -we sleep cin a -------
2. The birds have been---------
3. The boy's name is -------
4. We slide down hill on a -----------
(bed) 
(fed) 
(Ted) 
(sled) 
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Phonogram -- ee 
Words to be practiced: 
see bee wee three fee ·free 
"Today we are going to play a game··with words. I am going to 
write a -word on the board that you all know. 11 Print see on the board. 
"What is this word? Nmv we are going to make new words by changing 
the first letter. 11 Read t·he following sentences to give meaning for 
the new words. Write the new word on the board after giving the clue 
sentence. 
l. What loses its leaves in the fall? (tree) 
2. What insect might sting you? (bee) 
3. When something is very small, we say it is (wee) 
4. What number comes after two? (three) 
5. When you do not pay fo-r something, it is (free) 
6. To join the club, he had to pay a (fee) 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
l. Look at the big tree. 
2. I see a little bee. 
3. See the~ kitten. 
4. Look a,t the three cars. 
5. Do you have the fee? 
6. It is free. 
These sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may 
duplicate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the miss-
ing words. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. 
Remember it must make good sense." When the children have finished, 
they read the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the 
paper. 
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l. We get apples from a 
me tree wee 
2. comes after two. 
Three Fee See 
3. The baby is very 
wee see fee 
4. Did you my grandmother? 
fee tree see 
5. It is 
free tree bee 
6. A can fly. 
see bee wee 
7. Do you have your ? 
free three fee 
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Phonogram -- ell 
.Words to be practiced: 
well fell bell sell tell yell shell swell spell 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I'm going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print well o~ the board. 
"What ·is this word? (well) Now we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to the chil-
dren. As the children give you the new wordsl write them on the board. 
l. When you take away the "li': from well, 
And then put in _!, you have fell. 
2. When you take away the f from fell, 
And then put in sw, you have swell. 
3. When you take away the sw from ·swell, 
And then put ±n .QJ you have· bell. 
4. When you take ·away the .Q from bell, 
And then put in ~; you have sell. 
5. When you take away the ..§. from sell, 
And then put in !_j you have tell. 
6 0 ·When you take away the t from tell, 
And then put in sh, you have s·he·ll. 
7 0 When you take away the sh from shell, 
And then put in y\ you have yell. 
8. When you take away they from yell, 
And then put in ..§_£, you have spell. 
"Now I'm going to say some words that rhyme with well and I 
want you to tell the first letter." 
tell-t swell-sw bell-b sell-s yell-y 
shell-sh fell-f spell-sp 
Have the children read these sentences from the board. Tell the 
childrep to frame the word that rhymes with well. 
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1. "Please tell Dick to come," said Mother. 
2. Jack fell down the hill. 
3. Can you spell your own name? 
4. The school bell is ringing. 
5. Father wants to sell the old car and buy a new one. 
6. Did you yell at the ball game? 
7. Where did you find the pretty shell? 
8. What a swell ball game. 
Place these sentences on the board for the children to read or 
they can be duplicated. "You are to fill i.n the miss·ing words. Choose 
one of the three words under the sentence. Remember i.t must make good 
sense." When the children have finished. they read the completed sen-
tences to the· teacher as she corre.cts them. 
l. The boys from the sled going down the hill. 
fell tell shell 
2. I can my name. 
spell shell swell 
3. My Father said,"Please do not II 
bell well yell 
4. What has a ----~~----~~~------~ for a house? 
tell shell spell 
5. II Mother, I am coming home soon," said Jack. 
------------~~------~--Fell Tell Well 
6 0 Father is going 
7 0 I am very 
fell 
8. What a 
shell 
9. Did you hear the 
10. Father wants to 
to the car. 
sell yell swell 
' 
thank you. 
well tell 
game to play. 
spell swell 
? 
------------~--------~-bell tell spell 
sell tell 
the old boat and get a new one. 
yell 
Phonogram -- en 
Words to be practiced: 
ten men Ben pen when then hen 
"Today we are going to play a game with woTds. I am going to 
write a -word on the board that you all know . 11 Print t-en on the 
board. ''What is this word? Now·-we are going to make n-ew words by 
changing the first letter." Read the foll:owing sentences to the 
children. As the children give you the new words, write them on 
the board. 
1. When y~u- take away the t rrom ten, 
And: then_ put· in !!!' you have men. 
2. When you take away the !!! fTom men, 
And then put in E_, you have pen. 
3. When you take away the E_ from pen, 
And then put ±n· .Q, you have hen. 
4. When you take away the _Q from hen, 
And then put in B _, you have Ben. 
5. When you take away the ]. from Ben, 
And then put in wh, you have when. 
6 0 When you take.away wh from when, 
And then put in th, you have then. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
1. We have a cow, a hen, and a pig. 
2. Two~ came to the house. 
3. When -will you do it? 
4. There are ten boys and giTls here. 
5. we will do it then. 
6. Where is the pen for the pig? 
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7. Did you see my red pen? 
8. The hoy's name is Ben. 
These sentences can be put un the b·oard or they may be dupli-
cated. "You are to read the sentences and fill ·in the missing-words. 
Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember··it must 
make good sense. 11 When the children ·have finished, they read the 
completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects them. 
1. Daddy put the pet in a--~------------------------­
then men pen 
2. Three ·were at the house. 
men pen when 
3. She could count to 
men when ten 
4. He gave Mother a for her birthday. 
men when pen 
5. His name was 
Hen Ben Pen 
6. will he go away? 
------------------~----When Ben Hen 
7 . Will the ---------------,---
hen 
lay an egg? 
ten men 
8. Go to school, I -will meet you. 
men then ten 
To develop the words Ben, men, pen, hen, den, and Ken, cut the 
following pictures from magazines: 
A man Ben 
Several men men 
A pen pen 
A hen hen 
A room den 
A boy Ken 
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'What is the word on the board? (ten) The pictures I am going 
to show you, all have names that rhyme with ten. See if you can tell-
me what they are." 
1. This is a picture of a man. Can you tell me his name? It begins 
with B. (Ben) 
2. This picture shows several p-eople. What are they called? The 
word I am thinking of begi.ns -with .!!!· (men) 
3. We use this with ink when we write -with it. The word I am 
thinking of begins ·-with _E. What is it? (pen) 
4. This bird lays eggs such as -we eat for breakfast. What is it? 
The word I am thinking of begins··-wi_th _h. (hen) 
5. Father often uses a room like this for reading. It begins with 
d. What is it called? (den) 
6. This is a ·picture of a boy. His name begins -with K. Can you 
tell me--what i.t is? (Ken) 
"Underline the -words -we have ·just learned. Remember they all 
sound like ten. 
Among the men-were Ben and ~en. Each had a pen. They chased 
the hen into the den. 
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Phonogram -- ent 
Words to be prac·ticed: 
went rent bent tent dent sent lent 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know. 11 Print went on the 
board. ''What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to the 
children and as the children give you the new words, write them on 
the board. 
l. When you take away the.~ from went, 
And then put in··E, you have·· rent. 
2. When you take away the E from rent, 
And then put hr .£, you have· bent. 
3. When you take away the .£ from bent, 
And then put in i> you have tent. 
4. When you take away the ! from tent, 
And then put in E,, you have sent. 
5. When you take away the E. from sent, 
And then put in .'!l you have dent. 
6. When you take away the d from dent, 
And then put in 1, you have lent. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
l. That can has a dent in it. 
2. He sent that toy to me. 
3. we went to see the circus in a tent. 
4. She lent her doll to me. 
5. Daddy will rent that house. 
6. He~ his paper. 
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The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli~ 
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember 
it must.make good sense." When the children have finished, they read 
the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
l. It will be fun to sleep in a 
--------------------------went tent rent 
2. She was home. 
went bent sent 
3. Did you pay the ? 
rent went dent 
4. Did you see the in the can? 
bent dent sent· 
5. He back to school today. 
rent went bent 
6. She a book to a little girl. 
rent sent lent 
7. He down to pick it up. 
dent bent went 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I'm going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print went on the board. 
"What is this word? Now -we are going to make new words by changing 
the first letter. Read the following sentences to give meaning for 
the new words." Write the new ·words on the board after giving the clue 
sentence. 
l. A penny is a 
2. Boy Scouts often sleep in a canvas 
3. If a branch is not stra·ight, ·we say it is 
4, If you hit something with a hammer, you often 
make a 
5. Some people own homes, others 
(cent). 
(tent). 
(bent). 
(dent). 
(rent). 
These sentences may be put on the board or duplicated. Tell 
the chiidren to circle the right word. 
cent 
l. A is a penny. 
bent 
tent 
2. A is made of canvas. 
dent 
bent 
3. The branch is 
rent 
cent 
4. The cup had a in it. 
dent 
tent 
5. We our home. 
rent 
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Phonogram -- et 
Words to be practiced: 
get met let 
bet yet set jet net 
"Today we are going to play a game with -words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print ~ on the 
board.. "What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to the 
children, As the children give you the new words, write them on 
the board. 
1. When you take away the g from~' 
And then put in Yf.., you have··wet·. 
2. When you take away the-w from wet, 
And then put in E,, you have pet. 
3. When you take away the E. from~' 
And then put in 1, you have let. 
4. When you take away the 1 from let, 
And then put in !!!' you have·met. 
5. When you take away the .!!! from met, 
And then put in .E, you have be·t. 
6. When you take away the .E from bet, 
" And then you put in y, you have yet. 
7. When you take awlly the y from yet, 
And then you put in ~' you have set. 
8. When you take away the £. from set, 
And then put in i, you have jet. 
9. When you take away the i from jet, 
And then put in g-, you have net. 
\_; 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
1. She has a new~ cat. 
2. I will look for a jet in the sky. 
3. When it rains you get wet. 
4. He can not go home~· 
5. Will Mother let you have a net? 
6. Will you set this on the table? 
7. If you win the bet what will you get? 
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The sentences may be put ·on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. ''You are to read the sentences and fill-in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words ·-under ·the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense." When the children have finished, they read 
the completed sentences t'O the teacher as she corrects the· paper. 
1. The ball is too to play with. 
get wet· met 
2. Is that kitten your ? 
pet met bet 
3. His father him at school. 
get yet met 
4. He has not come home 
yet met get 
5. Will Mother you go to my house? 
pet wet let· 
6. She will the ball for you. 
get met set 
7. the dish on the table. 
Met Pet Set 
8. He that he could win. 
bet let pet 
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9. See that in the sky. 
get jet net 
10. A dog is a good------------------------
pet wet met 
Write ~ on the board. "Let 1s name this word. (get) In this 
hat are rabbits with words on them that sound like get. 
bet let jet met net pet set yet 
"Let 1 s see how many rabbits ·we can pull out of the hat by naming 
the words on them." As the -words are given, the teacher writes them 
on the board, and they are-·repeated in unison. 
These sentences may be put on the board or they may be duplicated. 
Tell the children to underline the words that sound like get. 
1. Let us go home. 
2. My father bet me I couldn't shovel the·-walk. 
3. Some airplanes are jet planes. 
4. I met my brother at school. 
5. People catch fish in a net. 
6. I have a pet dog. 
7. Set the book on the table. 
8. John got wet in the rain. 
9. Mother has not come home yet. 
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Review Lesson 
Words to be practiced: 
deep fed wet yet met he 
led near meat shed neat sheep 
These sentences are to be duplicated or they may be put on the 
board. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing words. 
Choose one of the three vords under the sentence. Remember it must 
make good sense.'' When the children have finished, they read the 
completed sentences to the teacher as she correc·ts them. 
1 . The snow is ----------~--------~--- here. 
sleep deep weep 
2. Have you the cat? 
----------------------fed bed wed 
3. No, you are too 
get net wet 
4. Did he come home 
-----------------------
? 
met yet get 
5. Is here today? 
be he we 
6. Jack her home. 
bed fed led 
7. The school is my house. 
hear fear near 
8. ).i/e her at school. 
get met wet 
9. The dog .can eat the 
neat seat meat 
10. Jack put the ball in the 
red shed led 
11. She is a little girl. 
neat meat eat 
12. Look at the big white 
sleep deep sheep 
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Phonogram -- ick 
Words to be practiced: 
Dick pick stick kick Rick sick tick 
"Today we are 
write a word on the 
"What is this word? 
the first letter." 
the words are given 
going to play a game with words. I am going to 
board that you all know. 11 Print Dick on the board. 
1. When you 
And then 
2. When you 
And then 
3. When you 
And then 
4, When you 
And then 
5. When you 
And then 
6. When you 
And then 
take 
put 
take 
put 
take 
put 
take 
Now we are go·ing to make new words by changing 
Read the following sentences to the children. As 
by -the children, write them on the board. 
away the Q from Dick, 
in ]2_, you have pick. 
away the 12. from pick, 
in~' you have stick. 
away the st from stick, 
in ~' you have kick. 
away the ~ from kick, 
put in Bo, you have Rick. 
take away the Bo from Rick, 
put in .§_, you have s±ck. 
take away the 
.§. from sick, 
put in !_, you have ·tick. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
1. Dick is very sick, so Rick went to see him. 
2. My dog can pick up a stick and bring it to you. 
3. I like to play kick ball. 
4. The clock goes tick, tick all day long. 
These sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense. 11 When the children have finished, they read 
the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
-
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1. See the dog--~~----~~----~~~--- up the stick. 
tick pick kick 
2. See Dick ----~~----~~--~~~the ball. 
stick Rick kick 
3. Listen to the of the clock. 
------------~------~---
stick pick tick 
4. Rick is ----:~----~~-=-------:~---
sick kick stick 
5. My name is 
pick Rick tick 
6. The boys had a----:~----~~-=--------:~---! stick kick sick for a bat. 
• 
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Phonogram -- :!:&_ 
Words to be practiced: 
big pig fig dig jig wig 
"Today we are go·ing to play a game -with words. I am going to 
write a word ·on the board that you all know." Print big on the board. 
''What is -this-word? Now-we are··going to make new words by changing 
the first letter." Read the following sentences to the children. As 
the children give you the new words, write- them on the board. 
1. When you take away the .£ from big, 
l}nd then put in _E., you have J>.I:g:. 
2. When you take away the 
.E. from Ei:g, 
And then put in _!, you have fig. 
3. When you take away the .! from ..:9:g_, 
And then put in_£, you have· dig. 
4. When you take away the d from dig, 
And then put in i> you have i!g. 
5. When you take away the i from i!:g, 
And then put in !!..' you have wig. 
"Let's play a game with these .. words on the board." Have one child 
go to the board and frame the word after the teacher has given the 
clue sentence. Children in seats read the word after the child at 
the board has framed it. 
1. What animal has a curly tail? (pig) 
2. A dance. (jig) 
3. A name of a fruit that rhymes with big. (fig) 
4. What must you do to the ground before planting flowers? (dig) 
5. The doll's hair was a 
------
(wig) 
Put the following sentences on the boa.rd to be read by the chil-
dren. Have different children choose the word in each sentence that 
rhymes with big. "Can you find a word in each sentence that rhymes 
with big?" 
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1. The pig is a farm animal. 
2. See the girls doing a jig. 
3. The doll has a wig. 
4. I like to dig in the sand. 
5. Mother, may I have a fig? 
The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense. 11 When the children have finished, they 
read the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. I can do the 
----wi:g jig fig 
2. The is a farm animal. 
big fig pig 
3. Boys and girls like to in the sand. 
fig dig jig 
to eat. 
·wig big 
5. The doll has a red -----------
big wig jig 
.W j 
d 
p f 
11Around the word big, I have placed many beginning sounds. Let 1 s 
change the b in big with these beginning sounds and see what words we 
make. 
1. If we take away b and use i> what word have we made? (jig) 
2. If we take away i and use .£, what word have we made? (dig) 
3. If we take away d and use .E.> what word have WI? made? (pig) 
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4. If we take away E. and use· .f, what word have ·we made? (fig) 
5. if we take away f and use ~· what word have we made? (wig) 
Read the· sentences .to the children; 
"Now, see if you c. an tell me what these are: 
1. We .use a shovel to (dig) 
,2. We can eat a (fig) 
3. On the farm we always find a (pi. g) 
4. In early days a person wore a (wig) 
5. Sometimes people dance a (jig) 
. Write the word big on the board. Place the letters .£, ~' E_, i, 
and _! around the word big. 
"From the words .we have made, find one that will rhyme in your 
jingle." 
1. The boy is big 
·And he can (dig) 
2. You can't eat dig 
But you can eat a (fig) 
3. I will wear a wig· 
If you will dance a (jig) 
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Phonogram -- ike 
Words to be practiced: 
like bike hike Mike strike spike 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word em the board that you all know." Print like on ·the board. 
''What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by changing 
the first letter." Read the following sentences to give meaning for 
the new words. Write the new words on the board after giving the clue 
sentence. 
1. Something you ride on that has two wheels. (bike) 
2. Another name for a long walk. (hike) 
3. A boys 1 T\ame. (Mike) 
4. What your Father calls a· big nail. (spike) 
5. What baseball players do not like to make. (strike) 
"Let's play a game with these words on the board." Have one 
child go to the board and frame theword that the teacher says. Chil-
dren in seats read the word after the child has framed it. 
1. When we used _!1, it was Mike. 
2. When we used .!?_, it was bike. 
3. When we used str, it was strike. 
4. Wht?n we used J!, it was hike. 
5. When we used §.E., it was SJ2ike. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
1. I like good boys and girls. 
2. The boys went for a hike. 
3. They did not take their bikes. 
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4. Mike stayed home. 
5. Did you strike out in the ball game? 
6. Where did you put the spike? 
These senten·ces can be ·put ·on the· board or the teacher may dupli--
cate them. "You are to read the s·ent~nces and fill ·i_n the missing 
words. The words you will use are .. on the board." If duplicated, the 
words can be at the top of the page. When the children have finished, 
they read the· completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects them. 
l. The boy will ride his (bike) 
2. What do you to eat? (1ike) 
3. Will you see ? (Mike) 
4. Let's go for a (hike) 
5. He missed the ball, so that i.s a (strike) 
6. Father showed us a big (spike) 
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Phonogram ~- ill 
Words to be practiced: 
will bill hill Jill kill 
mill pill still fill spill 
"I'll say some words that rhyme with will. Say them after me." 
Write each word on the board as you say it. After all the words 
to be practiced are on the board, point to the word will. '~hat does 
this word say? What can you do to make the word say hill? When you 
take away the~ from will and then put in~' the word is hill. Do 
this with each word. I'll say some words that rhyme with will and 
I want you to tell me the first letter." 
pill-p mill-m fill-f will-w bill-h 
still-st hill-h Jill- j kill-k spill-sp 
"Now we are going to play a rhyming game with words that rhyme 
with will. I will read some sentences to you and leave out one word. 
Then I will choose one of you to go· to the board and point to the 
missing word and tell ·what it is. Remember the word you choose 
must make good sense and rhyme with will." 
l. Jack and went up the hill. (Jill) 
2. When you are ill you might take a (pill) 
3. The bird eats with his (bill) 
4. Let's go sliding down the big (hill) 
5. A is a place where grain is ground. (mill) 
6. we sit in our chairs in school. (still) 
7. Do not your milk. (spill) 
8. Please the dish with milk. (fill) 
Another way to use this exercise would be to have the children 
number a paper from one to eight and then write the 'missing word that 
rhymes withwill.beside the number. After all have finished, the 
teacher could read the sentences and a child could go to the board 
and find the answer. The children correct their own papers and say 
the word. 
•' 
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Phonogram -- in 
Words to be practiced: 
in tin win chin twin 
spin fin robin thin grin 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I'm going to 
write a word on the board that you all know. 11 Print in on the board. 
"What is this word? {in) Now-we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter. 11 Read the· following sentences to the 
children. As the children give the new words, write them on the 
board. 
l. When you put ..E in front· of in, your new word is pin. 
2. When you take away the '..E from pin, and then put in _!, 
you have tin. 
3. When you take away the t from tin, and then put in f, 
you have fin. 
4. When you take away the f from fin, and then put in ch, 
you have chin. 
5. When you take away the ch from chin, and then put in ~· you have spin. 
6 0 When you take away the ~ from spin, and then put in ~' 
you have ·win. 
7. When you take away the ~ from win, and then put in rob, 
you have robin. 
8. When you take away the rob from robin, and then put in th, 
you have thin. 
9 0 When you take away the th from thin, and then put in _gr_, 
you have grin. 
10. When you take away the _gr_ from grin, and then put in tw, 
you have twin. 
\..___) . 
"Now I '11 say the first l:ett·er and you tell me the new word 
and frame it on· the board." 
£'----......,--- -w ____ _ 
p ___ _ s ____ _ t ____ _ 
th 
'------
ch 
'-------
tw 
----
sp ___ _ rob 
---.,.-
Place the following sentences on the board to be read 
individually by the children. 
1. The robin is a pretty bird. 
2, See the top spin. 
3. The clown had a funny grin. 
4. I have a twin. 
5. Did you win the game? 
6. The clown fell on his chin. 
7. Mother has a new pin. 
8. Did you see the tall, thin clown? 
9 0 The fin is· ·on the fish. 
10. What is in that tin can? 
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Phonogram -- ing 
Words to be practiced: 
king ring sting wing sing swing string 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print thing on the 
board. "What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to the 
children. As the children give you the new words, write them on 
the board. 
1. When you take away the th from thing, and then put in ~' 
you have king. 
2. When you take away the k from king, and then put in !_, 
you bave ring. 
3. When you·take away the £ from ring, and then put in i!.> 
you have·· sing. 
4. When you take away the i!. from sing, and then put in :!'!_, 
you have wing. 
5. When you take away the :!'!. from wing, and then put in .§.!_, 
you have sting. 
6. When you .take away the st from sting, and then put in sw, 
you have swing. 
7. When you take away the .§:!'!. from swing, and then put in str; 
you have string. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by tbe 
children. 
1. That man is a good king. 
2. We all like to sing. 
3. She got a ring for her birthday. 
4. Do you like to swing. 
5. A bird has two wings. 
6. A bee can sting. 
7. The kite has a long strirtg. 
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The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may 
duplicate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the 
missing words. The-words you will use are on the board." If 
duplicated, the words can be at the top of the page. When the 
children have finished, they read the completed sentences to the 
teacher as she corrects thew. 
1. He wished that he was a (king) 
2. An airplane has (wings) 
3. She liked to up in the air. (swing) 
4. Can you the bell? (ring) 
5. A bird can (sing) 
6. He put a long 
------- on his kite. (string) 
7. Did the bee you? (sting) 
Phonogram -- it 
Words to be practiced: 
it bit sit fit lit hit kit 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print it on the 
board. 'What is this word? Now we are going to make new words 
by changing the first letter." Read the following sentences to 
the children and as the children give you the new words, write 
them on the board. 
1. When you put .Q in front of it, your new word is bit. 
2. When you take away the .Q from bit, and then put in 
you have sit. 
3. When you take away the ~ from sit, and then put in 
you have· fit . 
4. When you take f away from fit, and then put in 1, 
you have lit. 
5. When you take the 1 away from lit, and then you 
put in h, you have hit. 
~. 
f, 
6. When you take away h from hit, and then you put ink, 
you have kit. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
1. You will sit there. 
2. Can you hit a ball? 
3. The light was lit. 
4. The coat will fit her. 
5. The dog bit the ball. 
6. The tools are in a kit. 
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The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may 
duplicate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the 
missing words .. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. 
Remember, "it must make good sense." When the children have 
finished, they read the completed sentences to the teacher as she 
corrects the paper. 
1. It will not in that box. 
__ "i_t _____ f_l-.t----~h~i_t_ 
2. the ball, Bill! 
Hit It Fit 
3. A boy can on the box. 
it hit sit 
4. The dog the ball. 
hit bit fit 
5. Who is ? 
fit sit 
6. Put the tacks in the------------------
sit hit kit 
7. Who the light? 
lit hit bit 
Write it on the board. ''We all know this word. What is it? 
Using the whole word, let's see how many new words we can make and 
say by adding 'the letters in this box." 
b f h k l p s w 
bit fit hit kit lit pit sit wit 
"These sentences can all be fi±lished with a word that sounds 
like it. II 
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1. The boy ___ the ball over the fence. (hit) 
2. We on a chair. (sit) 
---
3. The lamp was 
---
(lit) 
4. He fell into the sand (pit) 
5. The shoe was too small to (fit) 
6. He into the apple. (bit) 
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Review Phonograms -- i.ke and ill 
"We are going to have fun this morning with a funny story that 
doesn 1 t make any sense. Let 1 s li.sten the first time for ~un and 
the second time to see how many words we hear that sound like ill 
and ike." 
Tom felt a chill as he sat on a quill in the mill waiting 
for Jill to come down the hill with Mike and Tike on their bike. 
The ride was like a hike on ·the pike. Yo1,1 could hear the birds 
rill and trill as you stood still chewing on a dill and a pill 
while Bill fell off the sill. 
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Revi·ew Lesson 
Words to be practiced: 
bit hill bit dig fill dish 
hid win fit kind bike pick 
These sentences are to be duplicated or they could be put on 
the board. "You are to read the sentences .and fill in the missing 
wordso Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense." When the children have finished, they 
read the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects them. 
2 . We rna y go to the ---:--:---::--:-:---,----,-:-:c-
wi.ll fill hill 
to play. 
3. Can you the ball? 
hit it bit 
4. She will in the sand. 
big wig dfg 
5. thi:s · dish fur ·-me·. 
Will Fill Hill 
6. What did you do with that new 
dish wish 
7 . He ----:--:---:-:--:-
lid hid did 
in the box. 
8. Who will -----::---.,--,--this game? 
win fin in 
9. It will not in the box, 
hit it fit 
10. They are to me. 
find mind 1 kinP. 
11. He has a red 
like "bike hike 
12. something yo~ like to 
Trick Sick Pick 
fish 
play. 
? 
Phonogram -- oat 
Wox;ds. to be practiced: 
boat coat float goat moat 
''Today we· are go'ing ·to play a game with words. I'm going_ to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Pr'int boat ·on the 
board. ''What is this word? Now we are going to make new words 
by changing the first· letter." Read the following sent-ences to 
give meaning for the new words. Wr'ite the new wqrd on the board 
a'fter giving the clue sentence·. 
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1. An animal that gives m'ilk. (goat) 
2. What you wear when going out in the co lei. 
3. What is it you do -when you lie on the water 
and do not sink? 
4. What do we call a deep, water-filled ditch 
around a castle? 
(coat) 
(float) 
(moat) 
"Let's play a game with these words on the board." Have one 
child go to the board and frame the word that the teacher says. 
Children in seats read the word after the child has framed it. 
1. When you take away the _Q from boat, 
and then put in _g, you have goat. 
2. When you take away the g from goat, 
and then put in _!!!, you have· moat. 
3. When you take away the :!!! from moat, 
and then put in .£_, you have coat. 
4. -When you take away the .£from~' 
and then put in fl,- you have float. 
. -
Place the following sentences on the board for the children to 
read. 
1. Mother took me to see the goat. 
2. I had my new coat on. 
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3. Father is helping me to float. 
4. The big house has a moat around it. 
These sentences can be put on t·he board or duplicated. "You 
are to read the sentences .and fill in the missing words. The words 
you will use are on the board. 11 If duplicated the words can be 
at the top of the paper. When the children have finished, they read 
· the completed sentences to the teacher as she correc,ts them. 
1. My new is red. (coat) 
2. The gives us milk. (goat) 
3. I like to in the wat·er. (float) 
4. Father and I went for a ride in the (boat) 
5. Did you see the around that house? (moat) 
Phonogram -- 2.& 
.Words to be practiced: 
dog frog log hog fog 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write. a word -orr ·the. board that you all know." Pring .£.£& on the. 
board. ''What i.s ·this word? Now we. are gering to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the. folluwing sentences to give. 
meaning for the. new words. Write the. new words on the. board after 
giving the. clue. sente.n·ce.. 
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1. A green· anima1 that lives in the:· water. (frog) 
2. What a tree.· is called after it is cut down. (log) 
3. What is another name. for a big pig? (hog) 
4. What is one thing London weather is famous for? (fog) 
"Let 1 s play a game. :with these. words on the. board." Have one 
child go to the board and frame. the. word the. teacher says. Children 
in seats read the word after the. child has framed it. 
1. When you take. away the. £ from dog, 
and then put in fr·, you have:~· 
2. When :fou take away the fr from frog, 
and then put in J., you ha v' e. 1:.£g . 
3. When you take. away the 1 from 1:.2_g, 
and then you put in 1:!, you have. hog. 
4. When you take away the .!! from hog, 
and then put in f, you have fog. 
Put the following sentences on the. board for the children to read. 
Have. one. child read .. the. sentence, another child frame the. word in 
the. sentence that rhymes with dog. The. class can say the. two 
rhyming ·words. 
1. I have a dog for a pet. 
2. We. saw a big hog at the. farm. 
3. The frog was sitting on a log. 
4. Did you see the fog? 
The sentences can be placed on the board or the teacher may 
duplicate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the 
missing words. Choose one of the three·words under the sentence. 
Remember it must make good sense." When the children have 
finished, they read the completed sentences to the teacher as she 
corrects the paper. 
Another way to use t·his exercise for further practice would 
be to have one child read the sentence and another child find the 
word on the board and frame it. All the children in their seats 
could say the word after it had been framed. 
1. I have a pet -,------:------::,---
dog log fog 
2. Father could not see in the 
log fog 
3. The __________ lives on the farm. 
fog log hog 
dog 
4. I have a green----------~ for a pet. 
frog hog fog 
5. We walked over the ---------
fog log hog 
Print on the board. 
l.. Kim called to his ~. 
2. He wanted him to come in out of the fog. 
'~e know all the words in the first sentence. Will you read 
it for us? 
"Can you point to a word in the second sentence that we have 
not had yet? It sounds like the word dog that we already know. 
What is the word? 
"----' "Let's all look at the new word and say it together." 
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Repeat the· directions as above. 
1. Kim sat on a 1£&. 
2. He looked at a hog. 
"Let 1 s see if we can name and underline all the words that 
sound like dog. 
fog lag log bag hog tag 
"Here are two columns of words. Put an s between them 
when they are the same, and put a i between them when they are 
different. 
dog, ___ bog hog ___ hog 
log, ___ log log ___ log 
fog, ___ fog dog ___ hog 
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Phonogram -- ook 
Words to be practiced: 
look book took hook cook shook brook 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a worfl on the board tJ::at you all know. 11 Print look on the board. 
''What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by changing 
the first letter." Read the following sentences to the children and 
as the children give·· you the new words, write them on the board. 
1. When you take away the l from look, 
And then put in £) you have cook. 
2. When you take awf!Y the 
.£ from cook, 
And then put in .Q, you have book. 
3. When you take away the b from book, 
And then put in _!!, you have· hook. 
4. When you take···away the _!! from hook, 
And then put in _r, you have took. 
5. When you take away the !. from took, 
And then put in sh, you have shook. 
6. When you take ·away the sh from shook, 
And then put in br, you have brook. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
1. She will cook this for you. 
2. Put your coat on this hook. 
3. We will read a book. 
4. Mother shook the rug. 
s. The boy came and took me to school. 
6. If you fall in the brook, you will get wet. 
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The sentences can be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill ·in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense." When the children have finished, they read 
the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. She ···i.t home to mother. 
--------~--~------~---book took look 
2. Mother will a cake for me. 
~~------~----~-look cook took 
3. Boys and girls like to read a 
book look hook· 
4. Janet the mop for Mother. 
hook look shook 
5 . Did you ~--=-------:---:-------:---:--
hook book look 
for it at home? 
6. Where is the to fish with? 
hook book look 
7. Rave you been to the ? 
look shook brook 
8. Can you a cake? 
took cook hook 
Write look on the board. ''We all know this word. What is it? 
On the board are sentences using ook. Add a letter or a blend to 
make a word." 
1. Mother has to ook for us every day. (cook) 
2. We catch fish with a ook and line. (hook) 
3. We read a ook. (book) 
4. We ook a walk. (took) 
5. We can fish ·in a ook. (brook) 
6. The apples fell when the wind ook the tree. (shook) 
"Match the words that sound like look by drawing a line to 
them. 11 
walk cook book talk ball tool 
hook too brook fall took shook 
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Phonogram -- ot 
Words to be practiced: 
not lot pot hot tot cot Dot shot spot 
"Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a -word on the board that you all know." Print not on the board. 
"What is this ·word? Now·we are going to make new-words by changing 
the first letter." Read the following sentences to give meanings to 
the new words. Write the new word on the board after giving the clue 
sentence. 
1. A word that means many. (lot) 
2, Another name for a pan. (pot) 
3. The opposite of cold. (hot) 
4. Another word for a little child. (tot) 
5. Another word for a bed. (cot) 
6. When you spill something it makes a (spot) 
7. A girl's name. (Dot) 
8. What William Tell did to the arrow, (shot) 
"Let us play a game with these -words on the board." Have one 
child go to the board and frame the ·word that the teacher says. 
Children in seats read the word after the child has framed it. 
l. When we used 1., -it was lot. 
2. When we used £, it was pot. 
3. When we used !_, it was tot. 
4. When we used £, it was cot. 
5. When ·we used Q, it was Dot. 
6. When we used .!!, it was hot. 
7. When we used ~' it was spot. 
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8. When we used sh, it -was shot. 
9. When ·we used _g, it was not. 
"I am going to read you some sentences. Fin·ish these sentences 
with words that rhyme -with .£2!_." Have one child find the word and 
frame it as class·says the rhyming word. 
l. Don't touch that pot, 
It is very (hot). 
2. Sometimes a little tot, 
Will sleep on a (cot). 
3. Please take the pot, 
And give it· to (Dot) . 
4. The arrow that he shot, 
Hit the little black (spot). 
The sentences may be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense." When the children have finished, they read 
the completed sentences to t·he teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. He a ball for his birthday. 
not got hot· 
2. A fire ·is 
not shot hot 
3. The boy will sleep on a 
cot hot lot 
4. We will have a of fun. 
shot lot hot 
5. is her name. 
Hot Got Dot 
6. Did you hear a -------------=---? 
shot lot spot 
7. The is very black. 
pot hot got 
8. There is a black on the book. 
----------~-------------
shot lot spot 
9. The dog is here. 
------------------------lot not got 
10. She is a little 
-------------------------tot ·lot hot 
"I will read you a sentence that needs a word like not to 
finish it. You give me the word. 11 
1. A small bed is sometimes called a 
----------
The word begins with~-
2. When we write· an _!, we --------- it. 
The word begins with ~-
3. The cocoa is very----------
The word begins with .h. 
4. A horse can 
------------
The word begins with tr. 
5. If we do not eat the apple soon 1 it will----------
The word begins with~-
6 . Tommy has a ---------- of friends. 
The word begins with l.and means many. 
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(cot) 
(dot) 
(hot) 
(trot) 
(rot) 
(lot) 
These sentences may be duplicated or put on the board. The 
children will draw a line to the right word. 
jot 
1. A pony can lot 
trot 
sot 
2. A stove is hot 
tot 
dot 
3. An i must always have a rot 
got 
not 
4. If left for a long time in a hot room, apples will lot 
rot 
jot 
5. We can sleep on a cot 
blot 
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Phonogram -- ow 
Write now on the board. 'What is this word? (now) I will 
start some sentences. You finish them with words that sound like 
now.'' 
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l. We get milk from a ------- (cow) 
2. When it snows, our streets are cleaned by a---------- (plow) 
3. A dog says (bow"wow) 
4. If we can 1 t do som.ething, sometimes we say, "I don't 
know 
-----
II (how) 
"Circle the correct word." 
cow 
l. On the farm .there is a 
how 
plow 
2. Snow is moved away with a 
now 
"Bow-wow" 
3. The dog said, 
"How-now" 
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Phonogram -- own 
Words to be practiced: 
down town brown frown gown clown crowr+ 
''Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a·word on .the board that you all know." Print down on the 
board. "What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by 
changing the first letter." Read the fqllowing sentences to give 
meaning for the new.words. Write the new words on the board after 
giving the clue sentences. 
1. Who is the funny man at the circus( (clown) 
2. The name of a color that rhymes ~ith down. (b1;own) 
3. The opposite of up. (down) 
4. Whe1;e Mother goes shopping. (town) 
5. What you have on your face when you'J;e cross. (frown) 
6. Another name for a dress. (gown) 
7. What the queen wears on he' head. (crown) 
"Let's play a game with these wo1;ds on the board." Have one 
child go to the board and frame the word that the teacher says. 
Children in seats read· the word after the child has framed it. 
1, When you take away the .9: ·from down, 
And then put in .£1.., you have clown . 
2. When you take away the cl from clown, 
And then put in br, you have· brown, 
3. when you take away the br ·from brown, 
And then put in !_, you have town. 
4. When you take away the t from town, 
And then put in fr, you have frown. 
5. When you take away the fr from frown, 
. And then put in _g, you have gown. 
6. When you .take away the _g from gown, 
And then put in £E, you have crown. 
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"I am going to read you some sentences with words that rhyme 
with down." Have one child find the word and frame it as class says 
the rhyming word. 
1. As I~as going to town, 
I met a funny (clown) 
2. Jack fell down 
And broke his (crown) 
3. Mother went to town 
To buy a-pretty (gown) 
4. Look at the clown 
His face wears a (frown) 
5. See the clown 
With his hat of (brown) 
For further ~ractice, children may read the following sentences 
to the teacher. 
1. Mother went down· town·to get a gown. 
2. See the funny brown hat ·on the clown. 
3. The clown fell down and hi:t his ~-
4. Please do not frown. 
The sentences may be placed on the board or the teacher may 
duplicate them. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the miss-
ing words. Choose one of the three·words under the sentence. Re-
member it must make good sense. 11 ·When the children have finished, 
they may take turns reading the sentences while another child finds 
the new word on the board and the class says it. Or you may want to 
check the children individually; then the child will read the 
sentences to the teacher while she corrects the paper. 
1. Grandmother lives in a small~----------------------~---
brown town clown 
2. The man had a on his face. 
town frown down 
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3. is a color. 
Crown Frown Brown 
town 
4. The car went ------------~-------------­
down cr. own 
the hill. 
5. The king had a new 
crown down brown· 
6. Mother has a pretty new 
town clown gown 
7. I want to see the funny 
down clown brown 
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Review. Lesson 
Words to be practiced 
dot look town cot wood boo 
How took shout hop coat toy 
These sentences are to be·duplicated or they may be put on the 
board. "You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing words. 
Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember it must 
make good sense." When the children have finished, they read the 
completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects them. 
l. The ball has a on it. 
got dot not 
2. Did you for the kitten? 
look book hook 
3. We will go to today. 
gown down town 
4. He will sleep on this 
cot not lot 
5. We will find some for the box. 
wood good hood 
.6. She will say to me. 
too moo boo 
7. are you, Mother? 
Now How Bow 
8. She -------::--c:-----,-
look book took 
her to school. 
9" I can hear you, don't 
out shout bout 
10. He can like a rabbit. 
top pop hop 
ll. She has a red and mittens. 
boat goat coat 
12. She can not find her little bed. 
toy boy coy 
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Phonogram -- ump 
Words to be practiced: 
dump pump hump lump bump 
"Today we are going to play a game -with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all kn-ow. 11 Print jump on the board. 
"What is this ·word? Now we are going to make new words by changing 
the first letter. 11 Read the following sentences to the children, and 
as the children give you the new ·words, write them on the board. 
L When you take away the i from jump, 
And then put in~' you have dump. 
2. When you take away the £ from dump, 
And then put in £, you have pump. 
3. When you take away the E from pump, 
And then put in _h, you have hump. 
4. When you take away the .J:l: :(:rom hump, 
And then put in 1, you have lump. 
5. When you take away the 1 from lump, 
And then put in h, you have bump. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
1. Did you bump into the car? 
2. Dump the water out of the pail. 
3. We will get water from the ~· 
4. She had a lump on her head. 
5. That animal has a hump on his back. 
The sentences may be put on the board or duplicated, "You are 
to read the sentences and fill in the missing words. The-words you 
will use are on the board." If duplicated, they can be at the top 
of the paper. When the children have finished, they read the com-
pleted sentences to the teacher as she corrects them. 
l. He can the water out. (dump) 
2. She may her head. (bump) 
3. Did you see the big ? (hump) 
4. Where is the ? (pump) 
5. Bring me a of sugar. (lump) 
The following material will be presented on paper mittens to 
hang on a line. Print the following beginning consonants, blends, 
and words on the mittens; 
b d p h l tr st 
bump dump pump hump lump trump stump 
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To make the line, place two sticks upright in small blocks and run a · 
string between them. Attach the mittens with the consonants and blends 
on them to the line. "We can all read the word on the board. What is 
it? (jump) Let's see how many mittens we can take off the line by 
dropping the letter i from jump and adding a beginning letter or blend 
from the line to the word part. 
bump dump pump hump lump trump stump 
See if you can find a mitten-with your word on it. Say the word, 
and hang it on the clothe-sline. 11 
"Circle the right word." 
dump 
l. We throw our trash on the 
stump 
trump 
2. The car went over a big 
bump 
pump 
3. We put air in tires with a 
lump 
hump 
4. The camel has a 
dump 
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stump 
5. When we cut down a tree, we leave a 
trump 
bump 
6. Horses like a of sugar. 
lump 
dump 
7. Sometimes in cards we play a 
trump 
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Phonogram -- un 
Words to be practiced: 
gun sun run bun 
''Today we are going to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a-word on the board that you all know." Print fun on the board. 
"What is this word? Now we are going to make new words by changing 
the first letter." Read the following sentences to the children. As 
the children give you the new words, wri.t·e: them on the board. 
l. When you take away the i from fun, 
And then put in _g, you have: gun. 
2. When you take away the 
.& from gun, 
And then put in ~' you have sun. 
3. When you take away the ~ from sun, 
And then put in 12_, you have bun. 
4. When you take away the J2. from bun, 
And then put i.n .!:> you have run. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
l. May I play with your gun? 
2. The sun is bright. 
3 0 He will run to the tree. 
4. Did you eat the bun? 
The sentences may be put on the board or the teacher may dupli-
cate them. 11You are to read the sentences and fill in the missing 
words. Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember 
it must make good sense." When the children have finished, they 
read the completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
l. See the dog for the ball. 
fun run sun 
2. The game we played was 
run bun fun 
3 . The --:;------------ was hot. 
sun run gun 
4. The boy had a new toy .,-------------
bun gun fun 
5. Did he eat your -~----------------~-----? fun sun bun 
The following material will be presented on the flannelboard: 
Picture of children playing 
Picture of a gun 
Picture of the sun 
Picture of a child running 
Picture of a bun 
Cards with the words fun, bun, sun, gun, run. 
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"In this picture the children are playing, and they are having 
what? (fun) Each of you take a p·icture from· this basket, name it, 
and place it on the magic board if it rpymes with fun. Now from this 
basket, each of you take a~ord and match it to a picture. Say the word. 
Draw a picture to go with each sentence." 
l. The sun is shining. 
2. The bun tastes good. 
3. We shoot a gun. 
4. Run, Bunny, run! 
Phonogram -- unny 
Words to be practiced: 
funny bunny sunny 
''Today we are go·ing to play a game with words. I am going to 
write a word on the board that you all know." Print funny on the 
board. ''What is this word? Now we are goi.ng to make new words by 
changing the first let'ter." Read the following sentences to give 
meaning for the new words. Write the new word on the board after 
giving the clue sentence. 
1. What do we call a day when the sun shines? (sunny) 
2. What is another name for a rabbit? (bunny) 
3. We laugh at a joke and say it was _____ _ (funny) 
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"Let us play a game with these words on the board. 11 Have one 
child go to the board and frame the word that the teacher says. Chil-
dren in seats read the word aft'er the child has framed it. 
1. When you take away the f from funny, 
And then put in .Q, you have· bunny. 
2. When you take away the .Q from bunny, 
And then put in ~' you have sunny~ 
3. When you take away the ~ from sunny, 
And then put in .f, you have funny. 
Put the following sentences on the board to be read by the 
children. 
1. I see a bunny. He is a pig 'One. 
2. Dick looks funny. He looks like a clown. 
3. I can see the sun". Today is sunny. 
"I am going to read you some· ·s-entences. Finish these sentences 
with words that rhyme with funny." Have one child find the word and 
frame it as class says the rhyming word. 
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1. I can see the little bunny. 
He is dressed very (funny) 
2. The day was much too sunny 
Dick went to get his little (bunny) 
These sentences may be put on the board or duplicated. "You are 
to read the sentences and fill in the missing words. The words you 
will use are on the board." If dupli.cated, they can be at the top of 
the paper. When the children have finished, they read the completed 
sentences to the teacher as she corrects them. 
bunny funny sunny 
1. Today is very --------
2. My pet------- is white. 
3. The clown is 
Write funny on the board. "What is our word for today? (funny) 
What do -we sometimes call a rabbit? I am thinki.ng of a -word that 
rhymes with funny. (bunny) I'm thinking of a day on which the sun 
shines brightly. What kind of a day is it? I am thinking of a word 
that rhymes w:i.th funny." (sunny) 
''Write the missingword." 
Into the woods ran the 
It was a day. 
;;: 
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Review Lesson 
Words to be practiced: 
run bunny fun jump cup bump 
cut nut pup dust hump sun 
These sentences may be put on the board or they may be dupli-
cated. "You are to read the sentences and fill -ln the missing ·words. 
Choose one of the three words under the sentence. Remember it must 
make good sense." When the children have finished, they read the 
completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. We can in the yard. 
fun run sun 
2. A little rabbit is a 
funny sunny bunny 
3. They will have in the snow. 
fun run sun 
4. I can very high. 
bump pump jump 
5. H.e will get me a ------------ of water. 
up cup pup 
6. He has a on his head. 
----------~--------~----jump bump dump 
7 . Daddy will it for you. 
cut but nut 
8. The ------------ has set. 
run gun sun 
9. She will eat a -----------
cut but nut 
10. A little dog is a--------------------------
up pup cup 
11. I can see on the table. 
must just dust 
12. The big animal has a 
pump hump dump 
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Compound Words 
On small hearts print compound words. Cut the hearts down the 
center to divide thewords in two. Staple the halves containing the 
first parts of the compound words around the edge of a large heart. 
Place the remaining halves on. the chalkrail. 
The children pronounce the~Nords on the large heart and also 
the words on the chalkrail. They then try to put the words together 
to make a compound·word. They do this by hanging the half they have 
on a hood on the large heart to form a complete small heart. 
(See sketch) 
I 
yard 
/ 
one 
I 
I 
/ 
?rJ" 
to \ 
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Compound Words 
Teacher puts the words on flash cards. Then the·-words are put 
on the chalkrail or ~n the reading easel. Children see if they can 
put two smali·-words together to m'ake one big word. After the child 
makes a word, he must read it~ 
Words to be practiced: 
to day in to story book 
out doors down hill play ground 
barn yard some time some where 
some thing down street an other 
any thing may be some one 
some body any where can not 
milk man _play thing dog house 
up on bed room snow ball 
book store toy store every where 
every one every thing bird house 
bed time down hill up hill 
farm yard be come for get 
hill top be long back yard 
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Added Prac·tices 
Words to be practiced: 
wall ball hall stall small call wall 
coat goat yellow fellow 
Clue words: 
ball boat yellow 
"We have learned how to recognize words by using sounds we know 
with words we already ~ow. Today you are to read this story on this 
paper. Some of the words you will not know. When you come to a word 
you don't know, look at these words at the top of the story and use 
one of them and the sound of the first letter to help you decide what 
the new word is. When you have finished reading the story, I am 
going to ask you some questions. 11 
"I want to play ball, 11 said Dick. Mother said, "Go and call 
Jack. He will play ball." Dick put on his coat and went to call Jack. 
Dick jumped over the wall to get to Jack's house. He went in the hall 
to call for him. "Yes," said Jack. 11 I will play ball with you. 
First, let's go out to the barn. Iwant to show you something." They 
looked in the stall and saw a baby goat. "Oh, you funny, funny fellow. 
You are so small. Eat the yellow hay, not my coat," said Dick. 
1. What did Dick want to do? play ball 
2. Where did Dick go? Jack's 
3. What did n Jack jump over'? wall 
4. What was in the barn? baby goat 
s. Where was the goat in the barn? stall 
6. What is another word for little? small 
7. What word rhymes with yellow? 
8. What was it that Dick did not want the goat 
to eat? 
Things Tp Do: 
1. Have one or two children read the story. 
177 
fellow 
coat 
2. Have children find the new words and tell how they were able 
to recognize them. 
3. Have children find the new· word and tell the rhyming word at 
the top of their paper. Have the children say the two words 
that rhyme. Like: call-ball; coat-goat; ball-wall. 
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Clue Words 
will hop mother play find sleep round night Dick not 
''We have learned how to reco·gnize words by using sounds we know 
with words -we already know. Today you are to read the story on this 
paper. Some of the words you will not know. When you come to a word 
you don't know, look at these·words (point to words at the top of the 
story), and use one of them and the sound of the first letter to help 
you decide what the new word is. When you have finished reading it 
I am going to ask you some questions." 
One day Jack, Rick, Tom, and Bill -were playing outdoors. Jack 
wanted to go to the top of the big hill. Dick said, "I -will go with 
you." The other boys did not want to go. So they said, "We will 
stay here and wait for you.-u Jack and Rick did not mind going alone 
at all. The hill was steep and as they went up the hill it got very 
hot. When they found it so hot, Jack said, "We might not go all the 
way to the top." After a -while they came back to meet the other boys. 
They said, "Next time we will pick a little hill." Tom and Bill said, 
''We might go with you then." 
Questions: 
1. Where did Jack want to go? (top of the hill) 
2. Who went with him? (Rick) 
3. What did Tom and Bill do? (stay) 
4. What word rhymes with find? (mind) 
5. What word tells you something about the hill? (steep) 
6. What word rhymes with night? (might) 
7. What word rhymes with mother? (other) 
8. Why didn't they go to the top? 
9. Hhat were they going to do next time? 
10. Hho can tell me the word that rhymes with 
round? 
Things To Do: 
1. Have one or two children read the story. 
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(too hot) 
(pick a little 
hill) 
(found) 
2. Have children £ind·the new·words and tell how they were 
able to recognize them. 
3. Have children find the new word by reading the word from tl;le 
top of their paper and the. word that rhymes with it. 
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Clue Words 
nine good down hard funny 
fire race well night ball 
'~e have learned how to recognize words by using sounds we know 
with words we already know. Today you are to read the story on this 
paper. Some of the·words you will not know. When you come to a word 
you don't know, look at these words (point to words· at the top of the 
story), and use one of them and the sound of the first letter to help 
you decide what the new word is. When you have finished reading it 
I am going to ask you some questions." 
Mother and Daddy were looking for a new house for the family. 
Their house was too small becuase they had a new baby. 
One day when Dot and Bill went for a walk they saw a house they 
liked. It was a fine yellow house made of wood. It was not too far 
from town or school. Around the house ··was a big yard to play in. 
Back of the house was a wire cage to put their pet bunny in. There 
was a place to put Spot's dog house. They liked the house very much. 
''We will go home and tell Mother about the house," said Dot. "Yes," 
said Bill, "then she and Daddy can come and see the house, They might 
like it, too. I think we would all like that house." 
Questions: 
1. What was wrong with their old house? (too small) 
2. What word tells what the house was made of? (wood) 
3. What other word tells something about the house? (fine) 
4. What was the house near? (town) 
5. What word tells what was around the house? (yard) 
--·- .~-
6. What word tells what the cage was made of? 
7, What was there for Spot's house? 
8. What other pet did the children have? 
(wire) 
(pLace) 
(bunny) 
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Clue Words 
ball dark can far way fire talk ten 
"We have learned ·how to reco·gnize ·words by using sounds we know 
with words -we already know. Today you are to read the story on this 
paper. Some of the words you will not know. When you come to a word 
you don't know, look at thesE .. words (point to the words at the top of 
the story), and use one of them and the sound o·f the first letter to 
help you decide what the new word is. When you have finished reading 
it I am going to ask you some questions." 
Jack and his Daddy were talking. "See how tall I am?" said 
Jack. "I am as tall as this mark on the wall." His Daddy said, 
"Someday you will be a big man." "Then, 11 said Jack, "I can have a 
car. I will work to get money to pay for it. I want a big red one 
with four good tires." "That is good," said Daddy. "Men like good 
cars." 
Questions: 
l. What were Jack and Daddy doing? (talking) 
2. What did Jack want Daddy to see? (how tall he 
was) 
3. What was on the wall? (a mark) 
4. What was Jack going to be someday? (big man) 
5. What did he want? (a car) 
6. What did he want the car to have? (tires) 
7. Who like good cars? (men) 
• 
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Clue Words 
cat nine and time race thank gave tip not find 
''We have learned how to recognize words by using sounds we know 
with words we already know. Today you are to read a story on this 
paper. Some of the words you will not know. When you come to a word 
you don't know, look at these words (point to the words at the top of 
the story), and use one of them and the sound of the first letter to 
help you decide what the new word is. When you have finished reading 
it I am going to ask you some questions." 
One day Bill was walking ·down the street. He met a man who gave 
him a pat on the head. The man said, "You are a fine boy." As he 
said this, he put something in Bill's hand. It was a new dime. Bill 
said, "That was a kind man." Bill likes to put money in his bank. 
He will save his money and someday he will go on a trip. He will need 
a lot of money if he is going on a trip. When he put the dime in his 
bank, he had a very happy face. 
' 
Questions: 
1. What was the boy's name? (Bi.ll) 
2. What did the man do to Bi.ll's head? (pat) 
3. What word tells about the boy? (fine) 
4. What did the man give Bill? (dime) 
5. Where did the man put it? (Bill's hand) 
6. What word tells something about ·the man? (kind) 
7. Where did Bill put the dime? (bank) 
8. What word means the same as keep·? (save) 
9. Whe~e was Bill going? (trip) 
10. What would he need? (lot of money) 
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Clue Words 
can saw bed house cat round bad 
"We have learned how to recognize words by using sounds we know 
with words we already know. Today you are to read the story on this 
paper. Some of the words you will not know. When you come to a word 
you don't know, look at these words (point to the words at the top of 
the story), and use one of them and the sound of the first letter to 
help you decide what the new word is. When you have finished reading 
it I am going to ask you some questions." 
There was a little kitten who had no home. He was a little tan 
and yellow kitten. He had one tan paw; A man met him on the street 
and took the kitten home and put him in a shed. When the kitten 
cried he fed him some milk in a dish. The kitten soc;m was a pet. 
The man took him in the house. Then one day he saw a mouse. It was 
a fat mouse. 11 I have found somet·hing I want to eat," said the kitten. 
The man was glad the kitten ate ·the mouse. 
Questions: 
1. What colors were the kitten? (tan and yellow) 
2. What did he have one of that was tan? (paw) 
3. Where did he put the kitten? (shed) 
4. What did he do when the kitten cried? (fed) 
5. What did he see one day? (mouse) 
6. -what kind of a mouse was it? (fat) 
j. What happened to the mouse? (kitten ate it) 
8. How did the man feel after the kitten ate 
the mouse? (glad) 
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Review Lesson 
Words to be practiced: 
cake hay log light book bunny 
mouse wood stump hand far dime 
The sentences are to be duplicated or they may be put on the 
board. "You are to read the que·s tions and dec·ide whether the answer 
is "yes" or "no." If the answer·is Yes, write_:s on the line. If 
the answer is No, write o on the line. The word that has a line 
under it is new to you, but it rhymes with a word in the question 
that you already know." After children have finish~d, they should 
read the questions and give the answers. 
1. Could Mrs. Cat make a cake? 
2. Could a boy play in the hay? 
3. Does a dog look like a .l£8.? 
4. When it is night, is it light? 
5. Can father go far in a car? 
6. Can a cat look at a book? 
7. Do you think a little bunny could be funny? 
8. Can you tell time by a dime? 
9. Can a mouse be in a house? 
---
10. Is it good to eat wood? 
11. Could a girl jump on a stump? 
12. Can you hold sand in your hand? 
Words to be practiced; 
pail far fan book bite log 
game lake goat ring toys rat 
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1. Can you fill a pail with na±ls? 
2. Could you ride far in a car? 
3. Can a man 'use a fan? 
4. Can you look at a book? 
5. Can a frog sit on a ]:Qg? 
6. Can a kite take a bit·e? 
7. Does the game have a name? 
8. Can a goat wear a coat? 
9. Can a ring, s·ing? 
10. Can a boy play with toys? 
11. Can you bake in a lake? 
12. Can a rat eat a cat? 
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Rhyming Words 
Game 1 
Words to be practiced: 
cake card sick bee hand pan day coat 
hat lake sun mouse sack fish cold 
"Today we are go·ing to play a rhyming game. I will read some 
rhymes to you and leave out the last word. Then I·will choose one 
of you to go to the board and point to the word that rhymes. I 
have put all the words that you will need on the board." After the 
word has been found the children may say the two words that rhyme. 
"Remember the word you choose must make good sense and rhyme with 
another word. 11 
Another way to use this exercise would be to have the children 
number a paper from 1-15 and then have them write the word that 
rhymes beside the number. After all have finished, the teacher 
could read the rhymes and one child could go to the board and find 
the answer. The children correct their papers and say the rhyming 
words. 
1. Now the story can be told. 
It was very . (cold) 
2. I see something on a dish. 
It is a big .(fish) 
3. Jack went back. 
To get a _____ . (sack) 
4. Mother was in the house. 
She was quiet as ·a ------. (mouse) 
5. You can have fun. 
If you play in the (sun) 
6. Mother baked a cake. 
To take to the picnic at the (lake) 
7. Down the little girl sat. 
Off came her (hat) 
8. If you want to go in the boat .. 
You must put on your . (coat) 
9. What did you say? 
You have no money to-_____ _ (day) 
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10. Off he ran. 
To get a ____ _ (pan) 
11. When you play in the sand. 
Can you hold some in your ? (hand) 
12. One, two, three. 
I think I hear a . (bee) 
13. What is the matter with Dick? 
I hope he isn 1 t (sick) 
14. If you try hard. 
Do you think you could make a ? (card) 
-----
15. Did your mother make? 
A big birthday ______ ? (cake) 
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Rhyming Words 
Game 2 
Words to be practiced: 
wish stick park sun wood 
last toy dive bell straw 
Use the same directions as Rhyming Game l. 
l. He wanted t·o catch a fish. 
That was his (wish) 
2. The dog can do a trick. 
He will jump over a --,-----· (stick) 
3. If it is dark. 
Don't play in the _____ . (park) 
4. Please do not run. 
In the hot . (sun) 
5. A boy stood. 
On a big pile of _____ . (wood) 
6 0 She ran fast. 
But she came in ____ . (last) 
7. Tommy is the boy. 
That lost this little ____ . (toy) 
8. When he counts to five. 
He will make a (dive) 
9. Can you tell? 
Was that a ? (bell) 
10. He said he never saw. 
A man made of (straw) 
ll. When she went down town. 
Did she wear a new _____ ? (gown) 
12. When they go on the trip. 
They will ride in a _____ . (ship) 
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13. When the little boy fell. 
He went into a deep (well) 
14. Who is that sitting down? 
Oh, it is that funny (clown) 
15. The little girl had to jump. 
To get over the (bump) 
l~Jl 
Rhyming Words 
Game 3 
Words to be practiced 
book near mouse game sack shout room gun 
tree walk far top pet play top 
Use same direct·ions as Rhyming Game l. 
l. Would she like to l·ook. 
At my new ? (book) 
2. What do I hear? 
A band playing ____ . (near) 
3. It was so quiet.in the house. 
One could hear a . (mouse) 
4. What is the name? 
Of that new ? (game) 
5. The farmer went back. 
To get a big . (sack) 
6. The boy looked out. 
Then he gave a . (shout) 
7. Here is a broom. 
Please clean up the . (room) 
8. The boys have fun. 
When they play with a . (gun) 
9. Can you see? 
That pretty ? (tree) 
10. The baby can talk. 
Soon he will learn to . (walk) 
ll. When you went in the car. 
Did you ride very ? (far) 
12. He will not stop. 
Till he gets to the . (top) 
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13. What did he get? 
A dog for a (pet) 
14. What did you say? 
was the name of the ? (play) 
15. Dick went to the toy shop. 
To buy a red, white, and blue (top) 
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"I will tell you the first word, then I will tell you a riddle 
and the number to put under the answer to the riddle." After all 
have been completed, the teacher will repeat the riddles and the 
children read the answers. 
l. call I wall fall tall ball 
First word is call. 
Put 1 under what Humpty Dumpty sat on. 
Put 2 under something you play with. 
Put 3 under something that tells about your father. 
2. play I tray say -way day 
First word is~. 
Put 1 under the opposite of :r.tigh~. 
Put 2 under what you carry dishes on. 
Put 3 under another word for talk. 
3. far I car star jar bar 
First word is far. 
Put 1 under -what Daddy drives. 
Put 2 under what you buy peanut butter i.n. 
Put 3 under what shines at night. 
4. can, I ban man fan pan 
First· word is can. 
Put 1 under what your father i.s. 
Put 2 under what you use on a hot day. 
·Put 3 under something Mother cooks in. 
5. and I band sand hand land 
First-word is and. 
Put 1 under what you see at the beach. 
Put 2 under what you hear at a parade. 
Put 3 under what you have two of. 
6. bag I tag rag -wag sag 
First word is bag. 
Put 1 under a piece of cloth. 
Put 2 under what a dog's tail does. 
Put 3 under a running game. 
7. Jack I shack black tracks 
First-word is Jack. 
Put 1 under word for a color. 
Put 2 under word for an old house. 
Put 3 under what a train· runs on. 
8. bake I snake shake skate 
First ·word is bake. 
Put 1 under -what ·is ·on Father 1 s car. 
Put 2 under what Mother does to a mop. 
crack 
brake 
Put 3 under something that crawls, on the ground. 
9. red I Fred bed sled wed 
First word is red. 
Put 1 under a boy's name. 
Put 2 under what you slide down hill on. 
Put 3 under what you sleep in. 
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10. jump I bump hump dump lump 
First word is jump. 
Put l under what a camel has. 
Put 2 under a kind of a truck. 
·Put 3 under something you get when you fall. 
11. Dick I sticks bricks lick sick 
:i(irst word is Dick. 
Put l under what houses can be made of. 
Put 2 under what first little pi.g made his house of. 
Put 3 under what you are··when you don't feel well. 
12. big. I wig fig ·-pi:g di.g 
First ··wnrd is bi.g. 
Put l under an animal. 
Put 2 ·under.· what you do ·with a shovel. 
Put 3 under a fruit. 
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Words to be practiced: 
ten hands nut coat book 
shark pink bank yard bell 
These sentences are to be duplicated or they may be put on the 
board. "You are to read the clue sentences and choose one of the 
three words under the sentence and draw a line under it. The word 
that you choose must make good sense." When the children have fin-
ished, they read the completed sentences to the teacher as she 
corrects them. 
1. You can count as far as this. 
then pen ten 
2. Boys and girls have i:wo ·of these. 
lands hands bands 
3. Squirrels could eat this. 
shut nut but 
4. We put this on to go out. 
coat boat goat 
5. You can read this. 
look book took 
6. This is 
dark 
a name for a big fish. 
park shark 
7. Girls like this color. 
pink think wink 
8. This is vhere you put your money. 
bank thank tank 
9. This is where you play. 
lard hard yard 
10. You can hear this ring. 
tell bell well 
J --·-~· -.-~,.. 
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Words to be practiced: 
back got tall way his 
till hand today hot fill 
These sentences are to be dupl·icated or they may be put on the 
board. "You are to read the senterrces and fill in the missing words. 
Choose one of the three-words under the sentence. Remember it must 
make good sense. 11 When the children have firrished, they read the 
completed sentences to the teacher as she corrects the paper. 
1. Jane, come here. 
Jack back tack· 
2. I will not go you come home. 
will bill till 
3. Jack the ball for me. 
got hot not 
4. Will you it to me? 
and hand band 
5. Is Janet ? 
--~~----~~--~--~-tall wall ball 
6. You will find the home. 
----------~----~-play day way· 
7 . Jack will find --:--------:--:--------:-:----- ball . 
is his this 
8. This is the 
~--------~-----------
to play ball. 
day play may 
9. That dish is 
hot dot not 
10. Will you a dish with milk? 
mill will fill 
I 
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Words to be practiced: 
round cake tall street dress 
clow-n hot bat hill log 
The sentences may be duplicated or put on the board. "You are 
to read the sentences and choose one of the words at the end to fill 
in the missing word. Remember the word you choose must make good 
sense." When the children have finished, they will read back the 
sentences as the teacher corrects them. 
l. The ball is sound round 
2. See the funny clown brown 
3. He had a birthday cake bake 
4. The dish is not hot 
5. The tree· is tall fall 
6. Hit the ball with a bat at 
7. The car went down the feet s·treet 
8. Jack went down the hill will 
9. I have a new guess dress 
10. A train runs on the rack track 
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Words to be practiced: 
toy wall well jam log 
fat book fun fish cake 
These sentences may ·be duplicated or put on the board. "You are 
to read the sentences and fill in the missing words. The·word you 
use must rhyme with the un'derlined word and make good sense." When 
the children have·· finished they may read the rhyming words. 
1. The boy plays with a (toy) 
2. My black cat is (fat) 
3. The ball -went over the ·-(-wall) 
4. I like to look at a (book) 
5. She fell into the (well) 
6 0 We can ~ and have (fun) 
7 0 Sam said, ''I like (jam) 
8. I wish I could catch a (fish) 
9 0 The §£& jumped over a (log) 
10. Mother will bake a (cake) 
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Words to be practiced: 
ball came lake went jump sat look 
The above words are pres-ented on .the blackboard. The children 
form two lines. The leader ·in each line chooses a known·word, writes 
a rhyming word under i.t, pronounces the word he has wri·t.ten, and goes 
to his seat. The line that finishes first is the winner. 
Variation 
Write as many known words on the board as there are children 
playing the game. Each child chooses a different known word and 
writes as many rhyming words as he can under it. The child with 
the most words is the winner. Then the children pronounce all the 
words in unison. 
-_.._._·-
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND C0NCLUS IONS 
The purpose of this study·was to develop material for applied 
phonics in Grade One. This material is so constructed that a teacher 
may select as much or as little of ·-i_t as she wishes to use at any 
particular time. Much of this material is teacher-directed and may 
be used with individuals, small groups, or the entire class. Review 
lessons have been provided as an additional check. In·the materials 
for the children to read or write, the vocabulary "is found in the 
five basic reading systems most corrnnonly used. 
The materials in these exerc-ises was informally tried out in 
three first grade classrooms. The final exerc·ise was based on those 
that seemed most successful··in results gained by t·he children. Since 
the material was adjusted to the child, the interest level·~as high. 
The children accepted the various exercises and often asked to repeat 
them. The children gained facility in the ability to read new words. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. A formal evaluation of·the·se ap!rlied phonics lessons. 
2. Compare the abrlity o£ boys and gi.rls-"i:n applying phonics. 
3. The material should be evaluated experimentally to measure 
i:ts effectiveness ""in reading achievement. 
4. Correlation between applied phonics and spelling. 
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APPENDIX 
WORD LIST FOR GRADE ONE 
a barn bog car 
about barnyard bone card 
after bat boo cards 
air be book carrots 
airplane b~ach bookstore cars 
all because bow~wow cat 
always become box catch 
am bed boy cent 
among bedroom boys chair 
an bedtime brakes chased 
and bee bran children 
animal been branch chin 
another behind brand circle 
any bell breakfast circus 
anything belong bricks clock 
anywhere Ben bright clown 
apples bent bring coat 
are besides brook cold 
arm bet brother color 
around bicycle brown come 
as big bug coming 
at bike bump comes 
ate Bill bun cook 
awake bill bunny cookies 
away bird bus cot 
awhile birdhouse but could 
birds buy couldn't 
baby birthday count 
back bit cage cover 
backed bite cake cow 
backing black calf cows 
backs blackboard call crack 
backyard blame called crawl 
bad blank calling cried 
bag blast calls cross 
bake bled came crown 
ball blew camel cry 
ban blind can cup 
banana blot cannot cut 
band blouse can·• t 
bank blow canvas daddy 
bar boat cap Dan 
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dance farmyard glad hog 
dark fat go hole 
date father goat home 
day Fay going hook 
'"'\.._j deep fed good hop 
den fee got hops 
dent feet gown horse 
Dick fell grand horses 
did fellow grandfather hot 
dig fence grandmother house 
dime fig grass how 
dinner fill green hump 
dish fin grin hurt 
dive find ground 
do fine grow I 
does fir growing ice 
dog fish guess if 
doghouse fit gun I'm 
doll five in 
dolls flag had inside 
door flakes hall into 
Dot float hand is 
down floor happy it 
downhill flower hard it's 
draw flowers has 
dress fly hat Jack 
drive fog hate Jake 
drum for have jam 
duck forget hay Jane 
dump found he Janet 
dust four head jar 
frame hear . jet 
each Fred heard jig 
eat free help Jill 
eats frog helped John 
egg from helping jot 
ever frown helps jump 
every fun hen jumped 
everyone funny her jumping 
everything fur here jumps 
everywhere hid just 
game high 
face gate hike Kate 
fall gave hill Kay 
family gay hilltop keep 
v fan get him Ken far girl his kettle 
farm girls hit key 
farmer gives hits kick 
r 
L------~~ ---- ~--~=-~------------~-
--
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kid looks new p~t 
kill lot next pets 
Kim lump nickel pick 
kind night pie 
king Mack nine pig 
kit made no pill 
kitchen mail noon pink 
kite make not pit 
kites man now place 
kitten mark number planes 
mat nut plate 
lad may nuts play 
lake maybe played 
lame me of playground 
lamp meat old playing 
land meet on plays 
last men one plaything 
late merry only please 
later met onto plow 
laugh Mike open pony 
laughed milk or pot 
laughing milkman oranges pretty 
laughs mill other pump 
lay mind our pup 
leave missed out puppy 
leaves mittens outdoors purple 
led moat over put 
left money 
leg month pack rabbits 
lent moon pad race 
let mop page rack 
let's most pail rain 
lick Mother paint rains 
lid mouse painted rag 
light moved painting rake 
like Mrs. paints ran 
liked much pan rat 
likes must paper read 
line my park ready 
listen part red 
lit nail party rent 
little name pat rhyme 
live named paws ride 
lives nap pay right 
log near pen ring 
long neat pencil ringing 
look nest pennies rings 
looked net penny robin 
looking never people rocket 
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roll showed sticks these 
roof shut still they 
room sick sting thick 
rose sing stop thing 
rot sit store things 
round sits story think 
rug sitting storybook thirst 
run six stove this 
skate straw those 
sack sky street three 
sad slate strike throw 
sag sled string thump 
said sleep stump thunder 
sailboat slide stun tick 
Sally slowly sugar Tike 
Sam small sun tine 
same snake Sunday tin 
sand snow sunny tip 
sang snowball supper tires 
sat so swell to 
save softly swing today 
saw some toll 
say somebody table Tom 
school someday tack too 
see someone tacks took 
seen something tag top 
see saw sometimes tail tot 
sell somewhere take town 
sent songs talk toy 
set soon talks toys 
seven sound tall toy store 
shack spell tame track 
shake spike tan train 
shark spill tar trash 
she spin tastes tray 
shed spot Ted tree 
sheep squirrels tell trick 
shell stack ten trip 
shells stairs tent trot 
shine stake than trump 
shining stall thank tune 
ship stand thanked twin 
shoe star thanking two 
shook stay thanks 
shoot stayed that under 
shot steep the until 
shout stem them up 
shoved stew then uphill 
show stick there upon 
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us why 
use wig 
uses will 
win 
van wind 
very wing 
vine wire 
violet wish 
visit wished 
wit 
wag with 
wait wood 
wake woods 
walk word 
walked work 
walking worked 
walks working 
wall works 
want would 
wanted 
wanting yard 
wants yell 
was yelled 
water yellow 
way yes 
we yesterday 
wear yet 
wears you 
wed your 
wee yo-yo 
week 
well 
went 
were 
wet 
whack 
what 
wheat 
when 
·where 
which 
while 
whine·· 
whip 
whirl 
whistle 
white 
who 
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